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Executive Summary

AEGLE project aims to promote data-driven research across Europe and to serve as an enabler technology
platform. This document presents the AEGLE deliverable D5.3 entitled “Final components for local, cloud-level Big
Data analytics and applications‟, in which we present the final implementations of the software (SW) components
and infrastructures that collaboratively define the context of the overall AEGLE eco-system.
Towards shaping AEGLE to its final configuration, several key innovative features and technologies have been
added/employed in respect to prior system implementations. The specific deliverable presents the key
functionalities, technologies and components realizing AEGLE’s ecosystem, as well as serving as key technical
document, through extensive technical appendices to be further used from AEGLE technical development teams as
a guide for structuring AEGLE’s integrated prototype.
AEGLE exposes two user interfaces, one tailored for researchers in the health-care domain providing an advanced
cloud-based research and development framework (RnD-UI) with flexible analytical and data exploration
capabilities and another one tailored to clinical ICU practitioner implementing clinical decision support (CDS-UI)
functionalities at the local level through AEGLEs cloud infrastructure. This enables AEGLE to deliver a complete
solution, allowing end users of the framework to first explore data, upload or develop their own analytics and
prediction models through the RnD-UI and then directly use/exploit these models through the the CDS-UI to
predict possible behaviors of their patients in current practice.
Both user interfaces heavily utilize and share mechanisms of AEGLE cloud infrastructure, thus we present in a
bottom-up manner the developed or adapted system components and tools.

Specifically, this document

thoroughly discusses the technologies used in the anonymization engine, the security and privacy mechanisms, the
employed data storage solution, the big data engine implementation and deployment, the analytic tools and
workflows with their accuracy validation, the visualization and the cloud-based acceleration solution as well as the
two user-interface implementations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
What this document is about: This document belongs to work package WP5. The objective of this work package is
the development of AEGLE’s software (SW) infrastructure by both developing new or adapting available
components meaningful for clinical- and research-oriented studies. The developments follow the design decisions
produced and reported in WP4 and feed the integration procedures in WP6.
The scope of this deliverable is to report the current status of developments, regarding to the various applications,
system software and infrastructural components that defines the overall AEGLE eco-system. The emphasis of
descriptions presented in this deliverable have been given to both enable the reader to follow the information
flow of the complex AEGLE system as well as being an informative technical guide for the key innovative features
and technologies that have been added/employed in AEGLE.
Deliverable organization: We structured D5.3 to match the base information flow that a new prospective user will
have to understand in order to efficiently utilize AEGLE services. Thus, we start our description from a high level
architectural view of AEGLE presenting also the hardware infrastructures that AEGLE has been successfully
deployed, we then focus on the local data sources and infrastructures, moving to the anonymization procedures
and concluding the presentation plan with the cloud level software infrastructures
More in detail, the reminder of this deliverable is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the AEGLE system
architecture, as well as it provides a brief introductory description of the major underlying AEGLE cloud
infrastructures utilized up to now for either deploying AEGLE either for development or production level testing
and integration processes. Section 3 deals with the applied anonymization procedure per use case, detailing the
mechanisms as well as the anonymization rules applied in each case the components for the AEGLE local
infrastructures that used as data sources generators for the AEGLE cloud. Section 4 focuses on the software
architecture of AEGLE cloud infrastructure. We provide detailed description of the employed AEGLE’s cloud and Big
Data substrate mechanisms and interfaces that forms the actual integration points of all other AEGLE’s software
components (Section 4.2 - 4.3). We continue the AEGLE’s components presentation with the software
implementing identity management for user- and operation- authentication schemes in Section 4.4. Section 4.5
discusses the employed data storage solution, with emphasis on the data models utilized for each use case. In
Section 4.6, the developed and adapted libraries of analytic pipelines are presented along with the employed
accuracy evaluation, while in Section 4.7 the respective visualization tools utilized in AEGLE cloud are detailed.
Section 4.8 closes the description of AEGLE’s cloud software infrastructure by discussing the so far found
opportunities for analytics’ acceleration, their accelerated implementations and the developed mechanisms for
acceleration-as-a service integration with the rest of AEGLE cloud eco-system. Section 5 discusses the
implementation of the two user interfaces, i.e. RnD- and CDS-UI. Finally, Section 6 concludes the deliverable.
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2. AEGLE ECOSYSTEM
2.1 General AEGLE Architecture
The platform of AEGLE is characterized by high heterogeneity, since it supports many execution engines and
platforms (conventional and hardware accelerated clusters), and satisﬁes varying requirements, e.g. efﬁcient and
reliable data storage, high data availability, high performance analytics execution and hardware accelerated
execution. The Big Data framework is comprised of a big data storage platform hosting a large set of anonymized
and veriﬁed clean healthcare data, a repository of both software and hardware accelerated libraries implementing
state-of-the-art big data analytics methods, an advanced resource management framework in order to effectively
provide its services as well as efﬁciently executes and monitors its workloads and an interface enabling people of
the non-ICT domain to perform complex analyses and visualize their results and the available data with ease of
use.
Predict ive
Analytic s & Alarm s
Acc eleration
Services

Data
Exploration

Data
W arehouse

De-novo
Analytic s

AEGLE

Visualization
Services

Big Data Framework

Adapted
Tools

RnD
User Interfac e

Cloud Level
Local Level

Data
Anonymizatio n &
up load

CDS
User Interfac e

Figure 1. Overview of the ecosystem of AEGLE

Figure 1 shows an overview of AEGLE’s ecosystem. At the local level the data are anonymized and uploaded to the
cloud. At the cloud level, AEGLE’s framework consists of two parts, the frontend and the backend part. On the
frontend an advanced visualization service and a friendly user interface (RnD-UI) simplify the data visualization and
the execution of complex analytics workflows. On the other hand, the backend is the core of AEGLE’s big data
framework, as it is responsible for the data storage and efficient execution of conventional and accelerated
analytics workflows.
AEGLE envisions to support a framework whose functionalities and services are not provided solely by a unique
user interface. Users of the framework of AEGLE can develop their own user interfaces at the local level and
interconnect them with the services and tools provided at the Cloud level. This approach is also followed for the
clinical decision support user interface (CDS-UI) develop by AEGLE. More specifically, end users of the framework
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can use the RnD-UI to explore data, upload or develop their own analytics and prediction models and then use
these models through the CDS-UI to predict possible behaviors of their patients. This functionality is depicted in
Figure 2.
Retrain mod el
Develop /
Upload
Training t ools

Export
Predicit ion
Model

Test
ModelĶs
Acc uracy

CLOUD LEVEL (RnD)

Show Alarms

Predict
PatientsĶ
Behavior

LOCAL LEVEL (CDS)

Figure 2. Relationship of the RnD-UI with the CDS-UI

2.2 Platforms hosting AEGLE prototypes
2.2.1 AZURE public IaaS
Microsoft’s Azure provides an interface for managing Azure resources, i.e. the Azure CLI 2.0. Azure CLI can be used
in the browser with Azure Cloud Shell, or can be installed on macOS, Linux, and Windows and be ran from the
command line. Azure CLI 2.0 is optimized for managing and administering Azure resources from the command line,
and for building automation scripts that work against the Azure Resource Manager. Except for the above, Azure CLI
also provides an API for automatically creating a Kubernetes cluster on a set of resources. An example of creating a
Kubernetes cluster on Azure is described at appendix B.I. Resources at Azure feature 20 virtual machines with 4
cores, 32GB RAM and 768GB Solid State Drive (Standard_L4s machines provided by Azure). Along with the virtual
machines, space on Azure File Storage or Azure Disk for files can be purchased on demand, thus providing stable
and persistent data storage.

2.2.2 GRNET’s ~oceanos public IaaS
~Okeanos provides a REST API for managing the deployed instances as in creating, destroying and even modifying
1
2
them . The virtual cluster at ~okeanos is created using kamaki . An example of using kamaki is demonstrated in
appendix B.II. At the time being, several virtual clusters are created at ~okeanos for deployment and testing
purposes. With a total of 40 Virtual machines, ~Okeanos has been set up so that it provides a testing environment
for Kubernetes consisting of 12 Vms, while the rest (28 Vms) provide a virtual cluster for development and testing
of the analytics execution over Spark and Hadoop as well as a mySQL cluster for storing purposes. Each virtual
machine features 4 cores, 8GB of RAM and 60GB of Hard Disk Drive.

2.2.3 ThunderClust ICCS’s private accelerated cluster
ThunderClust is the local cluster hosted in the ICCS facilities. ThunderClust contains two Intel Xeon E5-2658A
server and a Maxeler MPC-X machine. The Xeon servers features two processors of 12 cores and 24 hardware
1
2

Synnefo REST API Guide. https://www.synnefo.org/docs/synnefo/latest/api-guide.html
Kamaki project documentation. https://www.synnefo.org/docs/kamaki/latest/
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threads each as well as 128GB RAM and 2TB of SSD drives. The MPC-X machine contains 8 Data Flow Engines
(DFEs). One of the Xeon servers is directly connected with the MPC-X through two 56Gb/s Infiniband cards. We
have enabled infiniband virtualization and, therefore, every virtual machine can be mapped to a virtual infiniband
port (VF) through PCIe and the infiniband card can communicate with the MPCX server. More information
regarding the deployment of the cluster can be found in appendix B.III.

3. AEGLE DATA UPLOAD INFRASTRUCTRURE
3.1 AEGLE DATA UPLOAD MECHANISM
To limit the necessity to pass by Gnubila to upload new data (Raw data or EHR), we have developed a new tool
which allows to anonymize and upload data “easily”.
As the previous version of anonymizer, this tool uses the system of Apache Camel road and uses an embedded
Apache Tomcat server to run it. Camel road is a kind of deamon which will check the content of specific folders and
apply a specific process on it. These process can be extraction, transformation, load, etc …
So, in the Aegle’s context, we have developed a several number of roads to allow the user to anonymize data , to
upload data, or both in the same time.

3.1.1 Anonymization process
The anonymization is done by the data upload tool only in the case of T2D and CLL EHR data. The anonymization of
ICU EHR data is ensure directly by the data provider. However, it’s still possible to configure this road to do it. This
process requires 2 things, a YAML script which is an anonymize profile and contains the list of transformations to
do for each fields, and a MySql database to stored links between original data and anonymized data. This process
can apply transformations like keep, remove, modify, replace part of, … on each fields of the input csv file. This
process is automatically followed by the transform or upload process. Raw data are not treat by this process and
must be anonymized by the data provider.
3.1.2
Transformation process
For several types of input files, it’s needed to apply a step of transformation due to constraints of FedEHR. For
example, in the case of ICU, input data have lots of lines which correspond to the same event but in fedEHR, this
kind of structure is very inefficient. For this reason, we transform those lines in only one with lots of columns.
Another example is Boolean can be TRUE, true, True, Yes, YES, T, Y, 1, … and we modify these input values to
respect the format expected by FedEHR. However, these transform processors haven’t got a full cover. Only met
cases have been treated. This process is automatically followed by the upload process.
At this step, data must be anonymized.

3.1.3 Upload process
This step will upload data through FedEHR in Azure MySql database for EHR, or in HDFS for raw data. At this step,
data must be anonymized and must respect the expected format (for EHR). No control is done on the status of
anonymization of data at this step. All data are uploaded. If the format, restricted values, etc. are not correct, the
files is rejected and put in a quarantine folder. All access controls are done by the keycloak server.
The upload tool uses 2 ways to do it:
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1.

For EHR data, it’s a SOAP interface expose by FedEHR and data are persisted by a JDBC driver. In the case
of Aegle, the main command is the command BasicQuery which allows the user to pass standard MySql
queries.

2.

For raw data, a webHdfs client has been developed to access to Hadoop. It uploads data in hdfs, then
generate a csv file which contains path file and patient ID, and which will be upload in EHR database in
order to link them to a patient in the system.

Figure 3. Data uplaod tool-flow

.

4. AEGLE CLOUD INFRASTRUCTRURE
4.1 OVERVIEW OF AEGLE CLOUD
AEGLE cloud is based over cutting-edge technologies to provide the maximum quality, reliability and security to its
users. By moving resources to Azure and by adopting Kubernetes as its main orchestrator it can ensure a reliable,
fault-tolerant and scalable platform. Figure 4 shows an overview of AEGLE’s cloud architecture.
For its flawless operation, AEGLE cloud keeps two main kinds of services, i.e. static and user requested ones. Static
services are always up and running and constitute the backbone of the framework, as they are responsible for
authentication of users, persistent storage of users’ files as well as clinical data, and mainly for the interaction
between users with the framework through the user interface (e.g. Hadoop, Keycloak, Knox etc.). On the other
hand, requested services are operations that the users of AEGLE perform on the framework, as for example
running workflows, visualizing datasets etc.
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Figure 4. Inside view of the AEGLE cloud architecture

4.2 CLOUD ORCHESTRATION OVERLAY
At the cloud level, the orchestration of both the conventional and the accelerated cluster is performed by
Kubernetes. More specifically, the deployment of applications across virtual machines, as well as across the
different clusters is done by Kubernetes itself. In case of the accelerated analytics, once the analytics has been
deployed on the appropriate cluster, then the Maxeller orchestrator is responsible for the scheduling of the
accelerated part to the MPC-X machines.

4.2.1 Kubernetes Orchestrator
Kubernetes, at its basic level, is a system for managing containerized applications across a cluster of nodes. Most
clustering technologies strive to provide a uniform platform for application deployment. The user should not have
to care much about where work is scheduled. The unit of work presented to the user is at the "service" level and
can be accomplished by any of the member nodes. However, in many cases, it does matter what the underlying
infrastructure looks like. When scaling an app out, an administrator cares that the various instances of a service
are not all being assigned to the same host. On the other side of things, many distributed applications, built with
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scaling in mind, are actually made up of smaller component services. These services must be scheduled on the
same host as related components if they are going to be configured in a trivial way. This becomes even more
important when they rely on specific networking conditions to communicate appropriately. While it is possible
with most clustering software to make these types of scheduling decisions, operating at the level of individual
services is not ideal. Applications comprised of different services should still be managed as a single application in
most cases. Kubernetes provides a layer over the infrastructure to allow for this type of management.
While containers are the used to deploy applications, the workloads that define each type of work are specific to
Kubernetes. We will go over the different types of "work" that can be assigned below.

S

Frontend Service
Hadoop Cluster

Load Balancing

P

Frontend POD
Hadoop Datanode

Persistent
Storage

RC

P

Frontend POD
Hadoop Datanode

P

Frontend POD
Hadoop Namenode

Replication
Controller
replicas = 2

P

Frontend POD
Hadoop Namenode

RC

P

Frontend POD
Hadoop Namenode

Replication
Controller
replicas = 3

Figure 5. Relation between the different Kubernetes work units

Pods: A pod is the basic unit that Kubernetes deals with. Containers themselves are not assigned to hosts. Instead,
closely related containers are grouped together in a pod. A pod generally represents one or more containers that
should be controlled as a single "application". This association leads all the involved containers to be scheduled on
the same host. They are managed as a unit and they share an environment. This means that they can share
volumes and IP space, and can be deployed and scaled as a single application. The general design of pods usually
consists of the main container that satisfies the general purpose of the pod, and optionally some helper containers
that facilitate related tasks.
Services: A service is a unit that acts as a basic load balancer and ambassador for other containers. A service
groups together logical collection of pods that perform the same function to present them as a single entity. This
allows users to deploy a service unit that is aware of all the backend containers to pass traffic to. External
applications only need to worry about a single access point but benefit from a scalable backend or at least a
backend that can be swapped out when necessary. A service's IP address remains stable, abstracting any changes
to the pod IP addresses that can happen as nodes die or pods are rescheduled. Services are an interface to a group
of containers so that consumers do not have to worry about anything beyond a single access location. By
deploying a service, you easily gain discover-ability and can simplify your container designs.
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Replication Controllers: A more complex version of a pod is a replicated pod. These are handled by a type of work
unit known as a replication controller. A replication controller is a framework for defining pods that are meant to
be horizontally scaled. A template is provided, which is basically a complete pod definition. This is wrapped with
additional details about the replication work that should be done. The replication controller is delegated
responsibility over maintaining a desired number of copies. This means that if a container temporarily goes down,
the replication controller might start up another container. If the first container comes back online, the controller
will kill off one of the containers.
Stateful Sets: A StatefulSet is a Controller that provides a unique identity to its Pods. It provides guarantees about
the ordering of deployment and scaling. StatefulSets are valuable for applications that require one or more of the
following: i) stable, unique network identifiers ii) stable, persistent storage iii) ordered, graceful deployment and
scaling or iv) ordered, graceful deletion and termination.
Volumes: On-disk files in a container are ephemeral, which presents some problems for non-trivial applications
when running in containers. First, when a container crashes kubelet will restart it, but the files will be lost - the
container starts with a clean state. Second, when running containers together in a Pod it is often necessary to
share files between those containers. The Kubernetes Volume abstraction solves both these problems. Kubernetes
supports several types of Volumes.
Figure 5 shows the relation between the different Kubernetes work units.

4.2.2 Kubernetes exposed REST API
In addition, Kubernetes offers a REST API to allow users to access its services and functionalities. The REST API is
the fundamental fabric of Kubernetes. All operations and communications between components are REST API calls
handled by the API Server, including external user commands. Consequently, everything in the Kubernetes
platform is treated as an API object and has a corresponding entry in the API. Most operations can be performed
through the kubectl command-line interface or other command-line tools, which in turn use the API. However, the
API can also be accessed directly using REST calls to the Kubernetes master. For example, through the REST API
users are able to deploy new pods, list the execution of already deployed pods, kill pods and perform many more
operations. Some trivial examples of using the Kubernetes REST API are shown in appendix 64C.III.

4.2.3 Maxeller Orchestrator
Accelerated clusters with multiple MPC-X nodes provide a large pool of resources that could potentially be
accessed by multiple independent applications at the same time. This requires some form of cluster level resource
management. This functionality is provided by the Maxeler Orchestrator which is an optional add-on to
MaxelerOS. The orchestrator allows application to request Data Flow Engine (DFE) resources from a centralised
management facility (i.e. the orchestrator) that can allocate, schedule and manage resources in the system. The
orchestrator typically runs on the application host server, but since it is only concerned with management
functionality, it could run on any other machine on the Infiniband network (or in case of multiple host servers, one
instance of the orchestrator would run on any one of these machines). The two essential aspects of the
orchestrator are a DFE reservation mechanism and DFE management at run time.
DFE reservation
The purpose of a reservation is to ring-fence a number of DFEs for the exclusive use of a particular application. This
provides the job with its own cluster of DFEs which is a subset of the full cluster. The size and topology of the
reservation is can be specified in the reservation request. The orchestrator uses the following nomenclature: there
are singlets, groups and arrays which are defined in the table below. For ease of use each of these constructs
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allows the addition of a multiplier to be appended. The Orchestrator reserves a number of DFEs after matching the
supplied topologies against the topology of the free devices in the cluster.
Topology

Expression

Description

Singlet

DFE

￼A single DFE of type DFE

Group

GROUP(DFE,N)

A number (N) of DFEs (type DFE) in the same MPC-X chassis

Array

ARRAY(DFE,N)

A number (N) of DFEs (type DFE) in the same MPC-X chassis and
connected via MaxRing

When an application uses DFEs from the reservation the initialisation of the DFEs is a multi-step process:
1.

2.

3.
4.

The application contacts the Orchestrator with details of the topology of DFEs it requires and the
reservation from which they should be taken. At this level the topology is not usually fully specified, i.e.
the particular DFEs are not important just the relationship between them. The applications also supplies
the configuration data (maxfile) required to load the DFE for the applications purpose.
The Orchestrator finds a suitable set of DFEs from the reservation to satisfy the applications request and
allocates them to that application. The Orchestrator then contacts the MPC-X with the full specification,
i.e. including details of each specific DFE. The MPC-X loads the DFEs with the maxfile and returns a handle
to the set of DFEs.
The Orchestator informs the application which MPC-X is being used and a handle to the loaded DFEs via a
particular Infiniband interface.
The client application then attaches directly to the MPC-X and is able to use the DFEs by streaming data.

4.3 BIG DATA FRAMEWORK
Having Kubernetes and Maxeller orchestrator as the foundation of the AEGLE framework, additional components,
services and APIs are placed on top of them to support the full functionality of AEGLE. Targeting infrastructure
independence, fast deployment and scaling, as well as security resources provisioning and flexibility, every service
and library of AEGLE’s Big Data Framework runs inside a different docker container and the respective docker
containers are deployed on the AEGLE’s hardware stack (clusters of physical/virtual machines with or without
accelerators). The figure below shows the main software components of the AEGLE framework.
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Figure 6. Software stack components of the AEGLE framework

4.3.1 Updated filesystem and execution engines
As mentioned before, Kubernetes provides an open source system for automating deployment, scaling and
3
management of containerized applications . ClearDB extends mySQL to provide ultra-security and fault tolerance,
as well as enhanced scalability and is used to store anonymized data of patients in the cloud. The Hadoop
4
Distributed File System (HDFS) is designed to reliably store very large files across machines in a large cluster . In
5
addition, Apache Spark is a cluster computing platform designed to be fast and general-purpose . On the speed
side, Spark extends the popular MapReduce model to efficiently support more types of computations, including
interactive queries and stream processing. One of the main features Spark offers for speed is the ability to run
computations in memory, but the system is also more efficient than MapReduce for complex applications running
on disk. Furthermore, YARN (not shown in the figure) is a system for managing distributed applications. It has been
introduced as the new Hadoop release extending the MapReduce framework with cluster resource management
concepts. It consists of a central resource manager, which arbitrates all available cluster resources, and a per-node
node manager, which takes direction from the resource manager and is responsible for managing resources

3
4

David K. Rensin (2015). Kubernetes - Scheduling the Future at Cloud Scale.
Konstantin Shvachko, Hairong Kuang, Sanjay Radia, and Robert Chansler. "The hadoop distributed ﬁle system." Proceedings of the 2010 IEEE 26th Symposium on

Mass Storage Systems and Technologies (MSST), 2010: 10.
5

Matei Zaharia, Mosharaf Chowdhury, Michael J. Franklin, Scott Shenker, and Ion Stoica. 2010. Spark: cluster computing with working sets. In Proceedings of the
2nd USENIX conference on Hot topics in cloud computing (HotCloud'10). USENIX Association, Berkeley, CA, USA, 10-10
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6

available on a single node . Finally, AEGLE supports also a variety of existing external tools that are not designed to
run over Spark. These tools are dockerized to be supported by the AEGLE platform and a respective yaml file is
created to enable containing all the required information. Kubernetes API is used to deploy these tools for
execution at the AEGLE’s platform by submitting the respective yaml file.

4.3.2 Big Data platform exposed interfaces
As shown in Figure 6, AEGLE features several REST API interfaces with respect to the backend deployed services.
Kubernetes API (section 4.2.2) is used to deploy external tools to the cluster. This API utilizes Keycloak as well as
RBAC authorization mechanisms in order to authenticate users and verify their actions.
WebHDFS provides an HTTP REST API for manipulating data on the HDFS. More specifically, by utilizing this API
users can perform several actions on the files stored in the HDFS, such as read them, create new or delete existing
ones. To secure the data stored in the HDFS WebHDFS cooperates with Knox and Keycloak gateways to verify the
identity of the users performing actions on the file system. Some commands showing the functionality of the
WebHDFS API can be found in appendix C.III.
Livy is an open source REST interface for interacting with Apache Spark from anywhere. It supports executing
snippets of code or programs in a Spark context that runs locally or in Apache Hadoop YARN. Similarly with
WebHDFS, Livy verifies actions performed by users through tokens obtained from Keycloak. Appendix C.III
describes the procedure to setup the Livy API over Spark.
For the upload of healthcare data, FedEHR provides its own API. Finally, In order for users to be able to access
AEGLE’s services, an exposed interface is necessary to serve as the gateway between the external world and the
internal platform. That’s the purpose of the Ingress Controller. Ingress serves both as a load balancer, to provide
better resource management in case of high traffic, as well as an entry point for users to access AEGLE’s platform.
Finally, Ingress-controller is a scalable way to expose Kubernetes services outside the cluster. We make use of the
nginx service, which provides an ingress controller as well as load balancing (see appendix C.III).

4.4 IDENTITY MANAGEMENT SERVICES
The identity management services play a crucial role in the AEGLE project. The identity management covers all
aspects of access to the AEGLE platform, the local level, the external access and the stakeholders’ access belonging
to the AEGLE ecosystem. The identity management services involve the definition, control and level of access in
the datasets stored in the cloud level, as well as in the services provided by it.

4.4.1 Description of authorization solution
The final Single Sign-On identity management solution adopted for the AEGLE platform is depicted in Figure 7.
At the core of the identity management solution lies Keycloak. Keycloak is utilized for depicting and modelling the
overall security information structure including user roles, allowed actions and group memberships. This group
membership of users enforces access to various components. User privileges are identified according to
membership to Keycloak groups. This structure is also used as backend to complement the SSO functionality to the

6

Vinod Kumar Vavilapalli, Arun C. Murthy, Chris Douglas, Sharad Agarwal, Mahadev Konar, Robert Evans, Thomas Graves, Jason Lowe, Hitesh Shah, Siddharth Seth,
Bikas Saha, Carlo Curino, Owen O’Malley, Sanjay Radia, Benjamin Reed, and Eric Baldeschwieler. "Apache hadoop yarn: Yet another resource negotiator."
Proceedings of the 4th Annual Symposium on Cloud Computing, 2013.
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various services of the AEGLE architecture will authenticate using it. Other components of the architecture can
check Keycloak for validity.

Figure 7 AEGLE Identity management Service solution

Due to the heterogeneous security requirements and capabilities of the different high level components and
technologies adopted by the AEGLE platform, Keycloak is framed with Apache Knox, which serves as an
authorisation gateway to the Hadoop services ecosystem. KNOX is used as a single point of access for the Hadoop
services and also acts as a secondary permissions layer. KNOX extends the reach of Apache Hadoop services to
users outside of a Hadoop cluster without compromising Hadoop’s secure mode. Apache Knox enhances the
Hadoop security through simplifying users’ access to the cluster data and job execution. Knox also simplifies
Hadoop security for users who access the cluster data and execute jobs. With its inherent integration with SSO /
Identity Management solutions capability, KNOX extends the SSO functionality provided by Keycloak.
WebHDFS and Livy are two service examples that are served and exposed to the public through the Apache KNOX
Gateway. In order to enable RAW-data upload in the AEGLE’S HDFS, only the KNOX gateway (and not all the
Hadoop cluster) is required to be exposed. The AEGLE portal needs to only use the authenticated user’s token in
order to access WebHDFS and Livy as they are exposed through KNOX.
When Hadoop running in secure mode, a dedicated Kerberos server instance is required to be integrated with the
Hadoop cluster. Kerberos lies security wise in between the Hadoop cluster and the KNOX gateway. When a user
needs to perform an action with a Hadoop service, Knox receives an access token from the incoming requests,
validates their authenticity and then authenticates itself to Hadoop via Kerberos; being now authenticated, Knox
employs an impersonation scheme, making the original requests to the Hadoop cluster on behalf of the user
making the request.
Execution of the external tools (third party tools) is managed by Kubernetes itself. Role based Access Control
mechanism (RBAC) is configured and activated on Kubernetes, so that assignment of user roles and check for
permissions can be performed; users can deploy their own external tools pods based on their Keycloak JWT
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tokens, as RBAC is integrated with Keycloak using an OpenID Connect (OIDC) client. Based on their tokens, roles
are assigned to users and a distinct, isolated namespace is provided to each user (enabling user process isolation).
Within these namespaces, users can start their own external tools pods. When a pod is started, access to the
AEGLE services is in general performed by making requests to KNOX. External tools pods’ access to HDFS can be
performed either via KNOX using the Keycloak token, or directly from HDFS with a user specific Kerberos ticket.
Since the external tools of AEGLE may require execution of many hours and tokens become invalidated after their
expiration, the second approach is followed. Security is not compromised either, as we avoid to increase the
Keycloak JWT token validity time in KNOX. Therefore, when a user wants to execute an external tool, his Keycloak
token is validated, and if it is valid, he receives Kerberos credentials to obtain a ticket. The following interactions
with Hadoop can be performed with this Kerberos ticket.
The AEGLE platform is divided into two distinct LANs (Figure 7), one public and one private. The private LAN
contains Keycloak, Apache Knox, the Kerberos secured Hadoop and the Kubernetes Cluster. Only Keycloak and
KNOX are required to be exposed to the public LAN. For this public exposure, Kubernetes Ingress controllers are
used. Only HTTPS ports of Knox and Keycloak are then made available to the AEGLE Portal (RND and CDS UIs). An
Ingress is a collection of rules that allow inbound connections to reach the cluster services. It can be configured to
give services externally reachable URLs, load balance traffic, terminate SSL, offer name based virtual hosting, and
more. In order for the Ingress resource to work, the cluster must have an Ingress controller running.

4.4.2 General authentication / authorisation flow
In order to perform any action in the AEGLE platform, the user must first log in through the AEGLE Portal and
authenticate to Keycloak. After a successful authentication, a JWT Keycloak token is obtained. Using this token, a
AEGLE user can authenticates against the AEGLE platform services. AEGLE’s Hadoop cluster is secured using
Kerberos and exposed using the KNOX gateway. The user authenticates against KNOX with his Keycloak token and
then, KNOX authenticates itself using a Kerberos authentication and impersonates the user’s requests. HADOOP is
inside AEGLE’s private LAN and is accessible from the public only via KNOX. To expose KNOX and Keycloak an nginx
controller and Kubernetes ingresses are used, exposing only the HTTPS ports of these services. Similarly, when a
user wants to execute a third-party tool on the AEGLE platform, he uses his Keycloak token and sends the
respective request to Kubernetes API server. Then he is authenticated using his token and gets access to his own
namespace. In his namespace he can only deploy pods and check their status.

4.4.3 Identity Management Services configuration
Details on specific configurations of involved tools and components in the platform are presented in Appendix D.

4.5 DATA STORAGE
FedEHR Big Data Federation Service, by design, is a distributed system as shown in the following figure. Every data
provider is equipped with a local service which stores and shares the data at the federated level.
The FedEHR Big Data Federation metamodel is by design easily evolvable and conceptually fully compatible with
health modelling tools. Designed to be simple and understandable by physicians and non-IT experts, FedEHR thus
offers a simple, powerful and harmonized patient-centric representation of EHR data.
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Figure 8: FedEHR Big Data Federation Service architecture
The core system model can be synthetized as follows (for the sake of clarity, only the main objects are represented
here).

Figure 9: FedEHR Big Data Service conceptual metamodel
4.5.1

Data schemes

As explained in D4.3 the original storage data structure corresponds to the following schema.
As we have added a new table to avoid many complex manipulations which could slow down the system, all data
are duplicate (one with the original format, one as string in the new table). For the data provider, this evolution
has no impact because this replication is down automatically each time a new data is uploaded.
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Figure 10: storage data structure
As many input data structures are transformed (essentially for ICU use case) during the process of upload, input
structures and storage data structures are not exactly the same, and they are so big and so many(1 structure for
T2D, 5 for CLL and 17 for ICU) that we can show the detail of them in this part.
4.5.1.1 CLL data scheme
Cll-basic-data fields:
“Date of diagnosis", "Date of last contact", "Date of death", "Date of first treatment", "Date of transformation",
"Date of IGHV analysis", "Sequence identifier", "IGHV", "Identity %" "CDR3 length", "Diagnosis", "Rai disease
stage", "Binet disease stage", "Progression result", "Current status" "Treatment status", "Schema of first
treatment", "Response to first treatment", "Total of treatment lines", "Transformation", "Type of transformation",
"Karyotype", "FISH", "IGHV gene status", "Belongs to subset", "Subset", "TP53 mutations"
Cll-event-data fields:
"Date of event", "Karyotype ID", "Karyotype date", "Karyotype result", "FISH ID", "FISH del(13q)", "FISH del13q
date", "FISH del(11q)", "FISH del11q date", "trisomy 12", "FISH trisomy 12 date", "del17p", "FISH del17p date",
"TP53 ID", "TP53 mutation status", "Date of TP53 mutation analysis"

Cll-rawDataNGS, Cll-rawDataRNA, Cll-rawDataWES fields
"Patient id", "rawData"

4.5.1.2 ICU data scheme
ICU-catheters fields:
"aegle_episode_id", "catheter_type", "catheter_place", "catheter_side", "action", "day", "time", "utc"
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ICU-demographics fields:
"aegle_episode_id", "gender", "age", "weight", "height

ICU-biosignals, ICU-drugs-con, ICU-drugs-fluid, ICU-drugs-one, ICU-exams, ICU-inout, ICU-inout8, ICU-nutrition8,
ICU-nutrition24, ICU-ventilation fields:
"aegle_episode_id", "day", "time", "utc", "key" and list of approximatively 730 codes. All those codes are
automatically mapped on their description to be more meaningful for the user.

ICU-logs fields:
"aegle_episode_id" and list of approximatively 730 codes. All those codes are automatically mapped on their
description to be more meaningful for the user.
ICU-microbiological fields:
"aegle_episode_id", "sample", "finding", "day", "time", "utc", "key"

ICU-rawDataB, ICU-rawDataM, ICU-rawDataP fields
" aegle_episode_id", "rawData"
4.5.1.3 T2D data scheme
Diabetes-II fields:
"District Number", "Date of Birth", "Sex", "Death Indicator", "Date of Death", "Occupation", "Ethnic Origin",
"Status/Error Flag", "GP code", "Date Referral Recieved", "Insulin Pump", "Date of Diagnosis", "Insulin Requiring",
"Smoking Status", "Other Medical Problems", "Consultant code", "Staff code", "Treatment", "Other Treatment",
"Height (m)", "Diabetes Type (Other)", "Date & Time of Consultation", "Nursing Clinic Notes", "Doctors Notes",
"Diabetic Specialist Nurse Notes", "Podiatry Notes", "Dietitian Notes", "BMI", "Blood Pressure (Systolic)", "Blood
Pressure (Diastolic)", "Est number of follow ups", "Weight (Kg)", "Weight (St)", "Weight (lb)", "Height (Ft)", "Height
(in)", "VA Right (Other)", "VA Left (Other)", "Management", "Random Blood Glucose", "Meter", "Type of Blood
Strips", "Injection Pen", "Type of Pen Needles", "Syringes", "Employment", "R Eye Retinopathy Status", "L Eye
Retinopathy Status", "R Foot Health Status", "L Foot Health Status", "Renal Status", "Foot Test Performed", "F/U
appointment period", "Estimated number of Follow ups", "Other (Right Eye)", "Other (Left Eye)", "Date of
Fundoscopy Examination", "Fundoscopy Notes", "Date of Feet Examination", "Podiatry Comments", "Dietitian
Comments", "Date of Assesment", "HbA1c DCCT", "HbA1c IFCC", "Lipids - CHL", "Lipids - LDL", "Lipids - HDL",
"Lipids - Other", "Trig Levels", "Creatinine Levels", "Albumin Creatinine Ratio", "Albuminuria Stage", "eGFR"
4.5.2

FedEHR exposed interfaces

FedEHR provides a full set of interfaces exposed in SOAP. The list of function for usable for queries is as follow :
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String
Cities
ResultSet
ClassificationItems
ResultSet
Classifications
ResultSet
ClinicalVariables
ResultSet
ClinicalVariableTypes
ResultSet
Countries
ResultSet
MedicalBags
ResultSet
MedicalConcepts
ResultSet
MedicalConceptTypes
ResultSet
MedicalEvents
ResultSet
MedicalEventTypes
ResultSet
Patients
ResultSet
RelationshipTypes
ResultSet
ResourceTypes
ResultSet
SeriesTypes
ResultSet
Studies
ResultSet
Units
ResultSet

getLocalHospitalNodeName(g parameters)
listCities(QLimitedCity parameters)
listCitiesResultSet(QLimitedCity parameters)
listClassificationItems(QLimitedClassificationItem parameters)
listClassificationItemsResultSet(QLimitedClassificationItem parameters)
listClassifications(QLimitedClassification parameters)
listClassificationsResultSet(QLimitedClassification parameters)
listClinicalVariables(QLimitedClinicalVariable parameters)
listClinicalVariablesResultSet(QLimitedClinicalVariable parameters)
listClinicalVariableTypes(QLimitedClinicalVariableType parameters)
listClinicalVariableTypesResultSet(QLimitedClinicalVariableType parameters)
listCountries(QLimitedCountry parameters)
listCountriesResultSet(QLimitedCountry parameters)
listMedicalBags(QLimitedMedicalBag parameters)
listMedicalBagsResultSet(QLimitedMedicalBag parameters)
listMedicalConcepts(QLimitedMedicalConcept parameters)
listMedicalConceptsResultSet(QLimitedMedicalConcept parameters)
listMedicalConceptTypes(QLimitedMedicalConceptType parameters)
listMedicalConceptTypesResultSet(QLimitedMedicalConceptType parameters)
listMedicalEvents(QLimitedMedicalEvent parameters)
listMedicalEventsResultSet(QLimitedMedicalEvent parameters)
listMedicalEventTypes(QLimitedMedicalEventType parameters)
listMedicalEventTypesResultSet(QLimitedMedicalEventType parameters)
listPatients(QLimitedPatient parameters)
listPatientsResultSet(QLimitedPatient parameters)
listRelationshipTypes(QLimitedRelationshipType parameters)
listRelationshipTypesResultSet(QLimitedRelationshipType parameters)
listResourceTypes(QLimitedResourceType parameters)
listResourceTypesResultSet(QLimitedResourceType parameters)
listSeriesTypes(QLimitedSeriesType parameters)
listSeriesTypesResultSet(QLimitedSeriesType parameters)
listStudies(QLimitedStudy parameters)
listStudiesResultSet(QLimitedStudy parameters)
listUnits(QLimitedUnit parameters)
listUnitsResultSet(QLimitedUnit parameters)

4.5.2.1 FedEHR query interface use
4.5.2.1.1 Objects of FedEHR
An example project (including code) is provided including exemple of the use of these query functions. To
understand the structure of the FedEHR repository.
If you want to query FedEHR, you have first to know about If you want to query FedEHR, you have first to know
about Modelling Data Concepts in FedEHR (please refer to D4.2.).
In these concepts, Some objects are defined:
•
•
•
•
•

Patient
Medical Bag
Medical Event
Clinical Variable
Study
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•
4.5.2.1.2

Types Objects
QObjects

Each object has its corresponding one called QObject (Patient has QPAtient, MedicalBag has QMedicalBag...).In
these objects, the Q stands for Query. Analyzing a little bit more the WSDL or the FedEHR Objects created from
WSDL Javadoc, you will see that all the queries function are taking QObjects as entry.
The simplest way to use a QObject is to create an empty one and to use the query function allowing this object to
be passed. But doing so you will not necessarily give the result you attempt. This query will return all the objects of
the system of the queried type. This query can be useful if you try to get information for a global calculation but is
is highly recommended to reduce the scope of questions. For example if you want to list all the Patients of the
System, you just have to create a QPatient and call the function listPatients. In java this would be written like this :
QPatient qPatient = new QPatient();
QLimitedPatient qLimitedPatient = new QLimitedPatient();
qLimitedPatient.setQPatient(qPatient);
Patients patients = fedEHRConnection.fedEHRPortType.listPatients(qLimitedPatient);
In order not to complicate with no interest this document, we won’t go into details in this document. A full
example of use of this code is available in the following link:
https://sources.gnubila.fr/fedehr/big-data-client-example/tree/master/queries
and more precisely in this class
https://sources.gnubila.fr/fedehr/big-data-clientexample/blob/master/queries/src/main/java/fr/maatg/pandora/clients/fedehr/example/queries/FedEhrExample
Queries.java

4.6 ANALYTICS FOR AEGLE CLOUD
4.6.1 CLL ANALYTICS
The final design of the CLL analytics has been provided in Section 5 of deliverable D4.3. This section reflects the
implementation of the therein presented design with emphasis of the implementation updates that have taken
since the previous version of the present deliverable, i.e., D5.2 in Month 22. Thus, it only briefly outlines those
analytics that had been fully described in D5.1 or D5.2 as completed.
The final design of the AEGLE system has established the necessary analytics-related methodology revolving
around the concepts of tools, workflows and analysis (see Section 5.1 of D4.3). In brief, the tools are the
computational “units” or “building blocks” of the analytics, used to construct meaningful analysis processes that
are called workflows. An analysis is the top-level concept of the analytics ecosystem involving self-contained
analytics pipelines/procedures/protocols pertaining to a specific data types or scenarios.
Moreover, the final design has distinguished the supported CLL analysis into de novo and the adapted ones (see
Section 5.3 of D4.3): The former have been developed from scratch for the AEGLE system, while the latter includes
pre-existing open source software that has been adapted for integration into the AEGLE system. The de novo
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category includes two analyses, namely Immunogenetic Repertoire and Immunogenetic Mutation. These analyses
have been implemented in Python with the use of the SPARK Python API and they have been presented in detail in
D5.1 (Section 4.4.1) and D5.2 (Section 4.3.1). The reader is referred to the aforementioned sections of the previous
deliverables for the complete description of the de novo analysis.
In the present deliverable, Section 4.6.1.1 another analysis is described, that also has been developed from
scratch, in Python with the use of the SPARK Python API, Prediction Analysis.
Table 10 in Appendix E outlines the developed CLL analyses, both de novo and adapted, along with the comprising
workflows.
4.6.1.1 Description of custom analytic workflows components
This category includes two analyses, namely Whole Exome Sequencing (WES) Analysis and RNA Sequencing (RNASeq) Analysis.
WES Analysis. AEGLE provides WES analysis functionalities by adapting the state-of-the-art SeqMule
7
bioinformatics pipeline SeqMule relies on a multitude of established software tools for sequence alignment (see
next subsection) and variant calling (see next subsection) in order to conduct the whole exome sequencing
analysis, while also supported intermediate processing task (e.g., base quality assessment of input sequence
reads, base quality recalibration, insertion/deletion realignment). Seqmule utilizes the aforementioned
background software tools to build WES pipelines via Perl scripting. Owing to the multitude of tools for performing
the same task (e.g., sequence alignment and variant calling), SeqMule supports numerous WES workflows – or
predefined configurations according to the SeqMule terminology.
Among the numerous SeqMule configurations, 7 workflows have been adopted for incorporation into the AEGLE
system. Apart from the usage of different tools for sequence alignment and variant calling, the adopted workflows
are differentiated by the type of tissue sample they analyze. More specifically, a subset of the adopted workflows
analyzes normal tissue samples versus public variant information (workflow type: normal), while the rest analyze
normal versus cancer tissue samples from the same subject to discover somatic mutations
(workflow type:
somatic). The adopted WES workflows are summarized in Table 11 in Appendix E.
8

Along with the SeqMule pipeline, another software tool was adapted for variant annotation, namely ANNOVAR .
ANNOVAR is an efficient tool, based on Perl scripting, that utilizes information from variant calling to functionally
annotate genetic variants detected from diverse genomes (including human genome hg18, hg19, hg38). Given a
list of variants with chromosome, start position, end position, reference nucleotide and observed nucleotides,
ANNOVAR can perform Gene-Based, Region-Based & Filter-Base annotation. Currently, only the first functionality
of ANNOVAR was adopted in AEGLE system, the Gene-based annotation, in order to identify the genes that are
disrupted and whether SNPs or CNVs cause protein coding changes and the amino acids that are affected.
The background software tools of SeqMule are the components of the 7 adopted workflows – and, in the same
time, the tools of the AEGLE system; see next subsection. For the purpose of integration to the AEGLE system, the

7

Yunfei Guo, Xiaolei Ding, Yufeng Shen, Gholson J. Lyon, Kai Wang, SeqMule: automated pipeline for analysis of human exome/genome
sequencing data, Scientific Reports, September 2015
8

Kai Wang, Mingyao Li, Hakon Hakonarson, ANNOVAR: functional annotation of genetic variants from high-throughput sequencing data,
Nucleic Acids Research Vol. 38 No. 16, July 2010
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aforementioned tools are installed in a proper containment environment and the necessary orchestration logic is
implemented on top so as to combine the tools for the construction of the workflows.
Two execution modes are supported:
●

the sequential mode which is facilitated by workflow-specific Linux orchestrator/wrapper scripts (see
Listing 1 in Appendix E for an example), and
● the parallel/distributed mode which is facilitated by workflow-specific task dependency graphs (see Listing
2 APPENDIX X for an example).
Given a properly configured containment environment and a list of set environmental variables (e.g.,
st
$ENVINPUTFOLDER, $ENVWORKDIR), the bash script of Listing 1 will execute sequentially the 1 WES workflow of
the AEGLE system on the input datasets that are specified by the script arguments and perform variant annotation.
On the other hand, assuming a proper distributed platform of containment workers and a job scheduler, the
comma separated value file of Listing 2 contains all the necessary information for the AEGLE system to execute the
th
4 WES workflow in parallel, i.e., (i) the exact bash command that is called for each step/task of the workflow,
along with the dependencies of the tasks of the workflow.
RNA-Seq Analysis. A very similar approach has been followed for the integration of the RNA sequencing analysis in
9
the AEGLE system. AEGLE adopts the Tuxedo protocol for providing its RNA-Seq analysis functionalities. Tuxedo
builds a differential gene and transcript expression analysis pipeline – and a couple of variations – by using 6 stateof-the-art bioinformatics software applications. These applications are the analytic components of the RNA-Seq
Analysis of AEGLE (see next subsection for an outline of the analytic components).
Both the main Tuxedo protocol and its 2 variations have been adopted by AEGLE, resulting in 3 alternative
workflows – as, in this case, selection among similar software applications for conducting a specific task is not
supported. The 3 workflows of the RNA-Seq Analysis of AEGLE are outlined in Table 12 in Appendix E. These are
differentiated by the source(s) of gene/transcript information they are using. More specifically, the gene/transcript
information that is employed in the differential expression analysis can either be retrieved from the reference
st
genome or discovered from scratch by analyzing the input datasets. The 1 workflow (main Tuxedo protocol) uses
nd
rd
both the reference genome and performs gene/transcript discovery, while the 2 and 3 workflows (alternative
Tuxedo protocols) rely exclusively on reference genome and gene/transcript discovery, respectively.
Same as for the case of the WES Analysis, the analytic components that compose the workflows are installed in a
proper containment environment and the necessary orchestration logic is implemented on top. Both the
sequential and the parallel/distributed mode are supported just as described and exemplified for the WES Analysis
case.

4.6.1.2 Description of analytic components
WES Analysis. As it has already been mentioned, the pre-existing background software applications of SeqMule
can be viewed as the analytic components or tools of the AEGLE system pertaining to the WES Analysis. Given the
fact that these are established and well-documented bioinformatics software applications, there is no point in
presenting their mission, features and rationale in the present report. Moreover, their invocation (in terms of
inputs and parameters) for the purposes of the AEGLE system can be inferred by the workflow wrapper scripts that
9

Cole Trapnell, Adam Roberts, Loyal Goff, Geo Pertea, Daehwan Kim, David R Kelley, Harold Pimentel, Steven L Salzberg, John L Rinn & Lior
Pachter, Differential gene and transcript expression analysis of RNA-seq experiments with TopHat and Cufflinks, Nature Protocol Vol.7 No.3,
March 2012, 562-578
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were discussed in the previous subsection. Table 13 in Appendix E lists the analytic components of the WES
Analysis and provides external links to their publication and documentation resources.
RNA-Seq Analysis. The 6 pre-existing background software applications the compose the Tuxedo protocol – also
the analytic components/tools of the AEGLE system – are, in order of execution, Bowtie, TopHat, Cufflinks,
Cuffcompare, Cuffmerge, and Cuffdiff. In fact, the last 4 tools are all part of the same software suite/package called
Cufflinks. Following the exact same rationale as in the WES Analysis case, the detailed description of the analytic
components is omitted from the present deliverable; instead the analytic components are outlined in Table 5
APPENDIX X, which also provided external links to their publication and documentation resources.
5.6.1.3 Prediction Analysis Description
Disease Outcome Prediction (Stable/Progressive) based on RNAseq Analysis
This model is based on the results of the adapted in AEGLE platform pipeline, Tuxedo. This pipeline is an RNAseq
analysis protocol consisting of 6 state-of-the-art bioinformatics software applications (Bowtie, TopHat, Cufflinks,
Cuffcompare, Cuffmerge and Cuffdiff) as described in the previous section. Tuxedo performs a complete
differential gene and transcript expression analysis of RNAseq data. For the implementation of the model the
results of the second step of this analysis were used (cufflinks), which calculates the expression level of each gene
in every sample.
This model’s purpose is to predict the outcome of the disease, whether the patient is going to be in stable
condition or the disease is going to be progressive/aggressive. For the creation of the model samples for 14
patients were used. The inputs are paired-end RNA sequences from CLL patients in pre-treatment condition. With
the use of the accompanying clinical data, patients were classified in two groups, one group with stable disease
condition (4 patients) and one group with progressive disease condition (10 patients). For each group, the results
were merged on genes expressed (see Table 15 in Appendix E) in the samples. The mean value of gene expression
was calculated and then the difference of mean values from each group for every gene. Finally, the ten most
differentially expressed genes of each group were selected leading to the selection of the features defining the
model.
For the fitting of the model, a neural network was selected as it performs better in imbalanced classes, with the
evaluation metrics shown in Table 1. For the evaluation of the model, the leave-one-out cross validation method
was used.
Table 1. Evaluation Metics

Classifier

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

neural network

0.85

0.9

0.75

As input for this model is defined the output of the ‘Cufflinks’ Analysis (part of the Tuxedo Pipeline) for a single
patient, in plain text format -genes.fpkm_tracking- and the output is the disease outcome prediction
(stable/progressive). The tool that performs the training and the tool that performs the prediction are described in
Table 8 APPENDIX X.
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Response to treatment (Positive/Negative) and Disease outcome (Progressive/Stable) Prediction based on
Immunogenetic Repertoire Analysis
This model is based on the results of two tools of the de novo Immunogenetic Repertoire Analysis, CDR3
clonotypes computation and Public clonotypes computation. This analysis is described in detail in deliverables D4.2
& D5.2.
The first model’s purpose is to predict whether the patient is going to respond to treatment or not and the
outcome of the disease, whether the patient is going to be in stable condition or the disease is going to be
progressive/aggressive. For the creation of these models samples of 16 patients for the first model and 34 for the
second were used. The inputs are T cell receptor gene rearrangement sequences from CLL patients in text format.
With the use of the accompanying clinical data, patients were classified in two groups, one group with positive
response to treatment (13 patients) and one group with negative response to treatment (3 patients) for the first
model and two groups, one group with progressive disease condition (25 patients) and one group with stable (9
patients) for the second model. This analysis includes the calculation of the CDR3 clonotypes observed in each
sample and the calculation of public clonotypes in every class. These public clonotypes’ frequencies represent the
features defining the model. For the first model a random forest classifier was selected and for the second one a
decision tree. For the evaluation of the models, the leave-one-out cross validation method was used and the
evaluation metrics for each model are presented in Tables 9 & 10.
Table 2. Evaluation metrics for model 1 (response to treatment)

Classifier

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

random forest

0.875

0.66

0.923

Table 3. Evaluation metrics for model 2 (disease outcome

Classifier

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

decision tree

0.88

0.92

0.77

As input of these models, the result of the calculation of the CDR3 clonotypes (part of the Immunogenetic
Repertoire Analysis) for a single patient is defined, in csv format -PatientId_filterin_clonotypes_CDR3.csv- and the
output is the disease outcome prediction (stable/progressive) or the response to treatment prediction
(positive/negative).

4.6.2 ICU ANALYTICS
The final design of the ICU analytics has been provided in Section 5 of deliverable D4.3. This section reflects the
implementation of the therein presented design with emphasis of the implementation updates that have taken
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since the previous version of the present deliverable, i.e., D5.2 in Month 22. Thus, it only briefly outlines those
analytics that had been fully described in D5.1 or D5.2 as completed.
Moreover, the final design has distinguished the supported ICU analysis into de novo and the adapted ones (see
Section 5.3 of D4.3): The former have been developed from scratch for the AEGLE system, while the latter includes
pre-existing open source software that has been adapted for integration into the AEGLE system. The de novo
category includes two analyses (Electronic Health Record Analysis, Patient Ventilator Interaction Analysis,
Ventilator Analysis, Generic). These bulk of these analyses have been implemented in R (except for specific tools
from the Generic analytics that are based on python libraries and scripts) with the use of the SPARK API for R and
Python respectively. These have been presented in detail in D5.1 (Section 4.4.2) and D5.2 (Section 4.3.2). The
reader is referred to the aforementioned sections of the previous deliverables for the complete description of the
de novo analysis. Table 4 outlines the developed ICU analyses, both de novo and adapted, along with the
comprising workflows. Note that the Generic analysis comprises of individual tools and thus the term of a
workflow is not entirely applicable; each tool is a workflow on its own. The individual tools that comprises each
workflow can be found at the [appendix]

Table 4. Outline of the developed ICU analyses and comprising workflows.
Analysis Category

Analysis

Workflows

De novo

Electronic Health Record

Nutrition Analysis

Patient deterioration

Catheter related infection

Patient Ventilator Interaction

Auxiliary

PVI Feature extraction analysis

PVI Causality analysis

Ventilator

Auxiliary

Ventilator events analysis

High values alert

Optimizing Ventilator

Generic

Not applicable
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Adapted

2.

ECG processing

see [table 9]

Description of custom analytic workflows components

ECG Analysis. AEGLE provides ECG analysis functionalities by utilizing functions from the well-established WFDB
library. The functions are adapted for usage for the AEGLE platform. The adopted ECG workflows are summarized
at Table 1.
Table 5. Adopted workflows for the WES Analysis.
Index

Employed Tools

1

wrsamp
sqrs
rdann

2

wrsamp
gqrs
gqpost
rdann

Workflow Description

QRS detection and quality control

As is described in more details above at the WES analysis, the analytic components that compose the workflows
are installed in a proper containment environment. In this case, all necessary functions are included in the WFDB
library. Located at the [Appendix], the [Listing] bash script will execute sequentially the 1st ECG workflow of the
AEGLE system based on the input datasets that are specified by the script arguments. Note that the Generic and
the Electronic Health Record analysis, as described in 4.3, include tools that can be utilized for processing of ECG
signals and the products of the ECG Analysis (Heart Rate Variability, Time-series filter, Time-series statistics,
Wavelet Computation).

3.

Description of analytic components

ECG Analysis. Parts of the ECG analysis regarding the QRS complex detection and HR extraction are supported by
functions from the WFDB library, which consists of established and well-documented bioinformatics software
applications. Their invocation (in terms of inputs and parameters) for the purposes of the AEGLE system can be
inferred by the workflow wrapper scripts that were discussed in the previous subsection. Table 6 lists the analytic
components of the ECG processing Analysis and provides external links to their publication and documentation
resources.
Table 6. Analytic Components of the ECG processing Analysis.
Index

Tool

1

wrsamp

Publication/Documentation

https://physionet.org/physiotools/wag/wrsamp-1.htm
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2

sqrs

A single scan algorithm for QRS-detection and feature

https://www.physionet.org/physiotools/wag/sqrs-1.htm

3

gqrs

https://www.physionet.org/physiotools/wag/gqrs-1.htm

4

gqpost

https://www.physionet.org/physiotools/wag/gqrs-1.htm

5

rdann

https://physionet.org/physiotools/wag/rdann-1.htm

A short description of the WFDB functions included in the AEGLE prototype
1. wrsamp: reads text-format files and transforms the in WFDB signal file format 16 which is usable by the
following functions.
2. sqrs: is used to detect the QRS complex from an ECG
3. gqrs: provides a different approach to a QRS detection algorithm, optimized for sensitivity.
4. gqpost: applies a post-processing algorithm on the beat detection file produced in the previous step (2.1)
that tries to reject beats, falsely inserted due to interpolation.
5. rdann: is used to transform the files produced by the previous text into a text-format.

4.6.3 ICU Predictive Models
Although the PAGNI’s ICU database is large enough on its own, not all scenarios had sufficient amount of data to
proceed on the creation of robust models. For example, less than 15 patients had confirmed CRI based on the
current dataset (too few true positives), or that earlier entries had important missing information (height and
weight) necessary for the nutrition adherence analysis and many of the patients had short stays (2-3 days) with
very limited nutritional data. Asides from that limitations reducing the overall dataset there were sufficient data
for evaluating models in the nutrition adherence case. There, a plethora of scenarios were examined and one of
the best performing scenarios involved analyzing the outcome of patients that remained under mechanical
ventilation for more than days utilizing nutritional features during their 1st week on the ICU a period during which
nutritional needs are rarely met.
The models that have been created thus far can be validated and refined and the models for which the data where
not sufficient can be tested under optimal conditions. We studied the patients that stayed under mechanical
ventilation for more than 10 days, using features regarding the nutrition they had received during the 1st week of
hospitalization and clinical record parameters.
Regarding patient deterioration the approach that has been followed is to examine periods of time that are
already annotated and periods in which the patient is considered to be stable, with the goal to build classifiers that
can successfully discriminate between those two states. Using features of biosignals and drug administration of 8
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hour segments prior to patient death for the unstable condition, and random segments in which no specific
event has occurred, a classifier was created.
Although ventilators are not diagnostic devices rather an essential part of the ICU hospitalizations, the way the
patient fares under ventilation can provide additional insight for their outcome. Regarding the PVI, literature has
shown significant correlation between the clinical outcome and IE index, and our research has expanded on it by
creating a set of IE features which perform better than the IE index. These correlations have led to the exploration
and finally the creation of a predictive model using the best performing IE features and patient hospitalization data
to predict overall Hospital survival.
A predictive model was created for the Driving Pressure (DP) ventilator parameter. The aim of the model is to
predict whether the DP parameter during the next time window (5 minutes) will be high or low (over or below 14
respectively). The tool uses the data of current window and two predictive models in order to calculate the future
DP. The first predictive model is used when the current time window is low (below 14) and it predicts whether the
next time window gets high or remains low. The features selected are statistical measures of ventilator parameters
related to tidal volume, lung volume and air pressure. A total of 38 features were used. The second predictive
model is used when the current time window considers high (over 14) and it predicts whether the next time
window gets low or remains high. The features selected are statistical measures of ventilator parameters related to tidal
volume, lung volume and air pressure. A total of 39 features were used.

A description of the prediction models, data used, metrics and validation methods can be found at Table 7.
Table 7. ICU Predictive models
Analysis

Model

Metrics

Data

Deterioration

feedforward
neural
network 1 hidden layer
and 2 hidden Unit

Accuracy:
82.14%
Sensitivity:
78.57%
Specificity: 85.71%

Nutrition Analysis

Random Forest

Accuracy:
Sensitivity:74.35%
Specificity 78.26%

PVI

feedforward
neural
network 1 hidden layer
and 2 hidden Unit

Accuracy:
73.08%
Sensitivity: 80% Specificity
63.63%

76.47%

Classes

Validation

112 patients
(224
segments)

Deterioration time segment
- Stable condition time
segment ( 50% - 50%)

10-fold cross
validation

89 patients

Death - Survival (45% -55%)

10-fold cross
validation

109 patients

Death - Survival (60% - 40%)

10-fold cross
validation
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Prediction of
Driving Pressure
1

Random Forest

Accuracy: 93%
Sensitivity: 83%
Specificity: 84%

64 patients

The next time window gets
high (255 samples) - remains
low (36063 samples)

5-fold cross
validation

Prediction of
Driving Pressure
2

Random Forest

Accuracy: 82%
Sensitivity: 86%
Specificity: 56%

64 patients

The next time window gets
low (252 samples) - remains
high (1474 samples)

5-fold cross
validation

4.6.4 T2D ANALYTICS
The T2D analytics are of exploratory, predictive, and visual types. The exploratory analytics target exploring the
diabetes dataset for performing operations such as classification and associations between different patient
markers and diabetes associated complications, hypothesis generation, and raw data pre-processing and
visualization. The predictive analytics are concerned with identifying the risk carried by diabetes patients for a
complication based on the patient biological markers and the probability of the patient developing a complication
over time in future. The analytics also focuses on predicting the response of the diabetes patients to a particular
line and combination of treatments. The visual analytics provided include custom visualizations developed for
diabetes data analysis. Additionally, a predictive model based survival probability analysis visualization is
developed that indicates the risk of a complication for individual patients based on the patient marker levels.
The analytic tools for T2D case are developed using R programming language and libraries. A list of workflows and
analytics currently developed are listed in Table 8.

Table 8. List of Workflows and analytics developed for T2D case

Workflow Category

Workflows

Analytics

Exploratory

Patient Profile Classifier

Population Pyramid Counter
Population Pyramid Visualiser

Heatmap Associations

Data pre-processor
Correlation Analyser
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Chi Squared Analysis
Heatmap Visualiser
Feature extractor and Imputation
Amputation Risk Predictor

Amputation Hazard Calculator
Feature extractor and Imputation

Visual Impairment Risk Predictor

Vision Impairment Hazard Calculator
Feature extractor and Imputation

Renal Failure Risk Predictor

Renal failure Hazard Calculator

Predictive

Feature extractor and Imputation
CardioVascular Risk Predictor

Cardio Vascular Hazard Calculator
Feature extractor and Imputation

Death Risk Predictor

Patient Response Predictor

Death Hazard Calculator
Quantile classifier
Feature Extractor
Response Group Classifier

Visual

Survival Probability Analyser

Patient Marker Classification
Probability Visualiser

Exploratory Analytics
Patient Profile Classifier
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Age Categories Classifier
Age data

Labelled age
categories

Find category
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Figure 11. Patient Profile Classifier Workflow

The Patient Profile Classifier workflow is both exploratory and visual analytic (Figure 11). The exploratory part of
the analytic performs multi-step classification of the diabetes population to age categories. In each age category,
the patient profile is classified according to patient marker levels such as HbA1c, Lipids, etc. and the count of
patients for each category and level is obtained. Further, under each patient marker class, the count of patients
associated with a complication such as amputation, visual impairments, etc. can be fetched. Further, a custom
visualization plots the outcome of this analytic as a stacked bar-population pyramid graph.
Heatmap Associations
The heatmap analytics is both exploratory and visual analytic. The exploratory part of the analytic explores the
dataset to identify associations between the variables within the database of the diabetic patients. This leads to
recognizing relationships among variables that display strong associations so that they can be further explored to
identify and hypothesize on their effect on the disease model (i.e. useful for generating hypothesis for exploring
new relationships between parameters within a dataset). The clinicians and researchers can use this analytic to
understand associations between variables or confirm already known strong and weak associations between
different variables and thus generate hypothesis for further research and analytic development. The analytic also
includes a heatmap visualization wherein the associations between the variables are visualized by the means of
dendrograms.

Predictive Analytics
The predictive analytics for diabetes case includes risk prediction models that predicts the risk carried by diabetes
patients to various complications such as risk to toe/knee amputation, visual impairments, kidney issues, heart
failure and risk to death. The prediction model developed uses cox proportional hazards model that is widely used
for survival analysis. The model utilizes predictor variables from the dataset that are known to have associations
with diabetes complications. A censoring indicator is developed from the dataset that censors the patient data into
a complication and no complication category. The survival time of the patients is computed for the patients from
the time of diabetes diagnosis to occurrence of the complication. The processed variables is then provided to the
model to compute the hazard ratios for the various predictor variables. The hazard ratios or the risk ratios indicate
the amount of risks carried by different predictor variables for a complication. The hazard ratios indicate the
extent to which a variable may contribute to the occurrence of a complication among diabetes patients. The
hazard ratio analysis enables the clinicians and researchers to identify the impact different variable may have on
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the risk of a complication and help them make changes to the patient treatment to reduce the risk to a
complication.
Another set of predictive analytics for diabetes analyses the patient response to treatments via the SGLT2
medications. The analytics analyse the response of patients to medications in terms of change in HbA1c
measurements and weight change. The patient response is then classified into top and lower quantiles to identify
the group of patients that show good and poor response to medications respectively. The patient groups are
analysed for patient feature extraction to create a knowledge base for classification of patients according to
response. The knowledge base is then used to train the prediction model to predict patients into categories. The
predictive model helps to understand and classify the patients based on how well they respond to medications.
The classification of patients based on their response to treatment helps in reducing the drug expenditure incurred
by optimizing the selection of medication treatments to the patient.

Visual Analytic
The patient profile classifier workflow includes a custom visual analytic that combines horizontal stacked bar
graphs and population pyramid graphs for visualizing classification and associations of diabetes dataset. The
complication risk prediction analytic is extended for survival probability analysis via a visual analytic. The survival
probability for each patient is computed by the analytic based on the patient features entered on the UI. The
analytic classifies each patient markers into low, medium, and high categories and utilizes them to predict a
survival probability curve for the patient. As shown in Figure 12, the clinician can enter the patient related
measurements on the user interface. These values are then analysed by the prediction model to plot a survival
probability curve for the patient.

Figure 12. . The survival probability analysis of a diabetes patient for the risk of vision impaitments according to their
biological markers
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4.7 DATA VISUALIZATION SERVICES
4.7.1 VISUALIZATION ANALYTICS
4.7.1.1 Description of custom visualization components
CLL case
Adapted Analytics
Whole Exome Sequencing Analysis
Whole Exome Sequencing Analysis (WES) performs variant calling and annotation. The aim of the visualised results
is to demonstrate the nature and variety of mutations observed in the sample/samples. In this context, the
selected graphs that are described in detail below depict the frequencies of variants observed per patient or per
groups of patients. Figure 18 is a pie chart that depicts the amount of synonymous and non-synonymous variants
identified in a sample. Figure 19 is a barplot showing the frequency of mutation classes between two different
conditions of the same patient/patient group or between two different patients/patient groups. Figure 20 is a
boxplot that presents the same information for the two conditions between groups of patients.
RNA Sequencing Analysis
RNA sequencing (RNAseq) analysis provides information that concerns the genes that are differentially expressed
between different patients/groups of patients. Thus, the aim is to visualize in a simple and direct manner the
similarities and differences of the gene expression profile of the analyzed patients/groups of patients. Two graphs
were chosen for this purpose, one heatmap (Figure 21) depicting the twenty most differentially expressed genes
between two conditions, and Figure 22, a scatter plot that shows the distribution of all genes based on their
expression levels for the two different conditions.

Integrated Visualisation of WES & RNAseq Analyses’ Results
In this section, the aim is to present an integration of the two different types of analysis (WES & RNAseq) in order
to provide a more complete view of the results obtained for a single patient or between groups of patients. Figure
23 is a scatter plot that depicts the correlation between these analyses. In y-axis, the values presented are the
number of non-synonymous variants detected in certain ‘significant’ genes, and is obtained through the WES
analysis. In x-axis, the values presented are the genes’ significance, as obtained through the RNA-seq Analysis.
Each bubble represents one of the genes and its size reflects the expression level of each gene, as obtained
through the RNAseq Analysis.

De Novo Analytics
Immunogenetic Repertoire Analysis
This type of analysis aims to demonstrate the immunogenetic profile of a patient or group of patients. Concerning
the clonotypes observed in the repertoire of each sample, Figure 24 depicts the 10 most frequent clonotypes (here
characterized as top-10) of an individual sample along with their frequencies. Figure 25 is a web logo depicting the
existing clonotypes that present with a particular CDR3 length that can be chosen by the user. Figure 26 is a circos
graph depicting the correlation between the chosen parameters. Figure 28 is a pie chart depicting the TRBV gene
repertoire of individual or group samples. For inter-person comparison tools, Figure 27 & Figure 29, are barplots
depicting the difference in the frequencies of the top 10 public clonotypes across different patients of patient
groups.

ICU case
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ICU case and its analytics process and generate data of different data types. This data can be bio-signals and alerts
produced by the monitors and ventilators which are continuously recorded and displayed per patient (although
not routinely stored), laboratory results, medical staff notes/actions/interventions, pre-existing conditions, ICU
predictive scores etc. Visualisations of data on respiratory variables measured by the Puritan-Bennett from
patients ventilated on proportional assist mode are shown in Figure 30. Driving pressure, driving pressure without
intrinsic positive end-expiratory airway pressure (PEEPi), tidal volume, respiratory rate are among the other
measurements made. User has the opportunity to display either one signal as a time-series or multiple signals on
graphs that shared the same x-axis. Thus, user is able to zoom in on the time scale on all plots simultaneously.
ICU case includes also data regarding the nutrition plan that a patient follows. The nutritional visualisation aims to
identify patients at risk of malnutrition for prompt treatment. Figure 31 & Figure 32 provide significant information
about different nutrition parameters.

T2D case
The visualizations for diabetes case include exploratory and predictive visual analytics. The exploratory
visualizations include two custom visualizations: Heatmap Visualization and a Stacked-bar Population Pyramid. The
heatmaps identify associations between the variables within the database of the diabetic patients such that
relationships with strong associations can be further explored to identify and hypothesize their effect on the
patient disease. It is useful for generating hypothesis for exploring new relationships between parameters within a
dataset. In Figure 33, the heatmap visualization shows the association of different patient related variables with
patient complication such as death, renal failure (rrt), and blindness.
The stacked-bar population pyramid chart categorises patient data according to age groups and classify them into
patient marker levels and the classes are further associated with the occurrence of a complication. In Figure 34,
the diabetes patient data is categorised into age groups and is further classified by HbA1c levels (low and high). In
both HbA1c levels, the number of occurrences of blindness complication is visualised. This visualization enables to
identify which parameters are liable to be causative in regards to complication such as blindness.
One of the aims of the diabetes prediction models is to predict the risk of a given complication among diabetes
patients. An outcome of the risk prediction model is the survival curve analysis that illustrates the survival
probability of the patients with respect to a complication. The visualization interface developed allows a
clinical/researcher to enter patient parameters into the model and obtain a survival probability curve to estimate
the risk the patient carries for a complication such as blindness, amputation, stroke, etc. In Figure 35, the
screenshot shows the interface where the individual patient parameters are entered to obtain the survival
probability of the patient to the blindness complication.

Generic visualisation
Apart from custom visualizations for each use case, generic visualization options are available on the AEGLE
platform. Four such options are the tabular visualization, text data visualization, scatter plot and line plot. The
tabular visualization displays the CSV files from the datasets or analysis results as an interactive table for exploring,
as shown in Figure 36. The text visualization data is for visualizing a free text file that would be generated from
certain analytics, as shown in Figure 37.
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4.8 ACCELERATED ANALYTICS
4.8.1 AEGLE’s execution model of accelerated services
Accelerated analytics will target Maxeler’s dataflow supercomputing technology. Maxeler provides complete
platforms for high-performance computing based on dataflow technology. AEGLE's acceleration cluster consists of
conventional servers connected through Infiniband with Maxeler MPC-X series servers. The MPC-X node belongs
to the generation MAX4 DFE architecture. It contains only DFE cards and no CPUs. A single node holds 8 MAX4 DFE
cards into a dense 1U industry-standard chassis. Each DFE card contains 48 GB of DRAM as LMEM and DFEs are
connected through MaxRing in a bidirectional 1D array topology. These MaxRing connectors create high-speed
links directly between multiple DFE cards. DFEs are also reachable through the Infiniband from a standard x86
server. A MAX4 card specifically uses an 8-lane PCIe interface to the CPU which provides a total bandwidth of up to
4GB/s.
When an AEGLE user selects an accelerated analytic to execute, Kubernetes deploys the respective container on
nodes of the acceleration cluster that can allocate the requested resources and the Maxeler Orchestrator allocates
and configures the available DFEs. Input/output communication is implemented via Infiniband network.
AEGLE acceleration cluster provides the user with various options for running accelerated applications. Thanks to
dockerization and efficient Kubernetes resource management the user can run the application on the requested
hardware resources without explicitly specifying so. This means he can gain access to more than a single node and
thus more than 8 DFEs. The size of the hardware resources available scales when more Maxeler servers are
connected to the cluster and the acceleration potential for the user increases with no overhead in the ease of use.
The user can choose to accelerate his own applications through the in-house developed programming
environment and run-time system provided by Maxeler. Most importantly though, he can utilize the available
libraries of accelerated analytics for AEGLE use cases and even include them in more complex accelerated
workflows that suit his requirements.

4.8.2 Interface Maxeler accelerators to AEGLE’s Big Data Engine
In order to enable infrastructure independent deployment and orchestration-resource management using
Kubernetes, all the AEGLE services are dockerized. As a result, the execution of the accelerated analytics runs in a
docker environment. The accelerated docker image uses Centos 7, as a prerequisite to run Maxeler applications. It
also includes libraries required for Infiniband communication, and Maxeler’s libmaxeleros.so library, which is
required for the interaction with the DFEs and the Maxeler orchestrator. Finally, the binary of the accelerated
application is added in the docker image.
The accelerated application is executed as other dockerized applications but requires some extra specifications.
These include the host’s network, to enable detection of the Infiniband cards and thus communication with MPC-X
machines, and the IP of the MPC-X machine or the Maxeler Orchestrator.
$
>
>
>

docker run -it --rm --privileged --net=host --device=/dev/infiniband/uverbs0 \
--device=/dev/infiniband/rdma_cm
--ulimit memlock=100000000:100000000 \
-e SLIC_CONF="default_engine_resource = 192.168.12.1" iccs/mpcx-client-centos7 \
/acceleratedApp
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Having built the docker image, it can be integrated in Kubernetes by submitting the respective yaml file. Similar to
the docker run command, inside the yaml file we specify the host network and we enable the privileged mode.
However, two more options are specified. The first one is the field request where we instruct Kubernetes to
schedule this accelerated pod in a node that has 20Gb RAM and 2 cores available. Kubernetes manages the
software resources of the accelerated cluster and deploys the accelerated application to the nodes that have the
available resources. Then the application requests hardware resources from the Maxeler Orchestrator that
manages the hardware resources of the MPC-X machines. Therefore, by combining Kubernetes and Maxeler
Orchestrator a full integrated resource management of both the software and hardware resources is achieved.
Finally, since Kubernetes manages all the nodes in the cluster of both conventional and accelerated servers, it is
required to notify Kubernetes that this is an accelerated application and must be deployed on the hardware
accelerated nodes. The following command results in the creation of the cluster:
$ kubectl label nodes “accelnode1…accelnodeN” nodetype=aegleworker

4.8.3 Acceleration of CLL and ICU Analytics
ICU Use case
In the ICU Use case, the coherence monitor algorithm utilized in the PVI workflow was the acceleration target. The
most complex and suitable kernel for DFE acceleration in this workflow was the wavelet transform, invoked from
the biwavelet R package. After using the profvis R profiling tool, it was determined that the compute intensive part
of the algorithm was the convolution of the wavelets with the input data (core wavelet transform), thus this part
was accelerated. The dataflow implementation on the DFE calculates this wavelet transform and features such as
the phase and significance of the coefficients are derived from this output.
The output of the wavelet transform was checked for accuracy against the CPU and the maximum absolute
difference in values was 1e-4. Throughout the testing, real data from the Bennet set was used.
Comparing the amount of time taken for the CPU to calculate the core wavelet transform and the amount of time
taken for the accelerated version to calculate the same values, we end up with an average 9x speedup. If we
include the time taken for the cpu to calculate the extra features from the DFE output, and compare this to the
overall CPU time, we get an average 2.2x speedup. If we then consider the full cross wavelet calculated with extra
features, we get a 1.75x speedup. Going further still to a real-world example, using the Coherence Monitor
algorithm as an example of a real-world test case, we can achieve 1.4x speedup. This measurements are depicted
in the following bar plot.
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CLL use case
Genomics involves the sequencing and analysis of genome reads and uses the sequencing output to study their
structure and compare it with a reference genome. AEGLE targets to accelerate the sequence alignment
performed by Bowtie2 aligner in the SeqMule and Tuxedo tools. Details regarding the profiling procedure and the
implementation can be found on Appendix H. Bowtie2 aligner extracts seed substrings from the read sequence,
aligns them in an ungapped fashion and then extends them to a full alignment. Most of the computation time is
dedicated on this end-to-end alignment, which is based on a variation of Smith Waterman string matching
algorithm. This variation applies a heuristic in the initialization phase of the algorithm and adds a correction stage
so that it can overcome the data dependencies and boost performance by implementing a SIMD-accelerated
dynamic programming Smith Waterman.
The first approach is to replace this function with the Smith Waterman implementation available on Maxeler
10
github repository , after performing the necessary changes to the kernel to allow error-free integration. The
kernel is configured with parameters such as gap open penalty, gap extend penalty, scoring matrix etc., that have
been identified in the bowtie2 source code. The inputs streams are the read sequence and the reference sequence
to align it against, while the output is three arrays that the bowtie2 tools uses to backtrace from and retrieve the
found alignment. The alignment results for any given read set are identical to the pure software implementation:
98.88% overall alignment rate

Running on a single 1U node in standalone mode, i.e. considering only the Smith-Waterman transform, the
accelerator achieves a 16-x speed-up over a 12-core conventional node that executes the same alignment
algorithm. This speed-up is extracted by interleaving the computation of many read-reference pairs and not
parallelizing the execution of a single one. The kernel thus changes to receive longer input streams, that include
10

Smith Waterman Maxeler github: https://github.com/maxeler/Smith-Waterman
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many pairs of read-reference, and achieve acceleration for the integrated system among different alignments and
not within a single one. The software side of bowtie2 also changes to accumulate independent pairs of readreference alignment that can be executed in this parallel/interleaved manner and then feed them to the
accelerator. The new architecture can be found in Appendix H.

5. AEGLE USER INTERFACES
5.1 RnD USER INTERFACE
5.1.1 Sitemap of AEGLE RnD-UI
The sitemap of the AEGLE UI is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Sitemap of AEGLE UI

The main UI components on AEGLE website are listed below.
1. Workbench
2. Datasets
3. Workflows
4. Analysis Results
5. Visualise
A description of the three important user screens (Datasets, Workflows, and Visualise) along with the screenshots
is provided below.

Datasets
The datasets page has two main functions. The user will be able to add dataset to the Hadoop server via the UI.
This allows the user to upload datasets from their local machine to the Hadoop server. The page also provides a
functionality to the user to fetch data from the FedEHR database and create a dataset that they can store at the
Hadoop server. Further, the user is able to view a list of datasets that displayed in accordance to the user privileges
and the use case selected. The datasets page also allows the user to get an overview of a dataset such as
description of the dataset and data present in the dataset.
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Figure 14. The datasets page on the AEGLE portal

Workflows
The workflows page provides the users access to the workflow management tool of the AEGLE portal. At this page,
the pre-existing workflows for each use case is listed. The user can select a pre-existing workflow, view the
metadata of it and also run the workflow. The Workflows page provides an option for creating custom workflows
by selection of analytics and creating a custom analysis sequence desired by the user. Each analytic can be
configured dynamically by the user by specifying the input parameters to the analytic. The execution of the
workflow is managed by Luigi task management framework.

Figure 15. Workflows page listing different workflows provided by the portal
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Visualise
The AEGLE portal uses the Apache Zeppelin tool for data visualization applications. The Zeppelin application
supports advanced interactive graphs. It provides support to multiple language backend allowing various data
analysis and visualization tools such as R, Python, D3.js for developing the visualization application. The user can
explore the visualization application by selecting a desired dataset and then click on visualise button to explore the
visualization options.

5.1.2 User Interface Software Architecture
The AEGLE portal uses a Model-View-Controller (MVC) model as depicted in Figure 16. The view component of the
architecture is the presentation layer of the portal. It is the access point for the user to the AEGLE portal. The login
page authenticates the user into the portal through which the user has access to the webpages of AEGLE that
includes several tabs and widgets. The actions performed by the user on the AEGLE UI are managed and executed
by the controller component. The controller part is the logic layer that responds to the user queries by fetching the
relevant information and presenting it to the user. The AEGLE portal has six main controller components that
include: login, datasets, database, workflows, and analysis results tasks management. The model component
services the view and controller component. The model is the data layer of the portal that includes the data
sources and third party tools that are integrated into the AEGLE portal. The two important data sources in AEGLE
are the datasets storage at the Hadoop infrastructure and the database from FedEHR server. The third party tools
integrated into the AEGLE portal include the workflow management application and the visualization application.
The REST API is used for interaction between the AEGLE portal and the tools.

Figure 16. AEGLE user interface High level software architecture
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5.1.3 Tools/Technologies and APIs of AEGLE Portal
The AEGLE portal is an integration platform from which the functionalities provided by AEGLE can be accessed. A
host of tools and technologies and APIs have been used to integrate and provide access to the functionalities. The
web portal is heavily built using PHP language. Several tools and technologies are incorporated into the platform to
make them functional. A summary of the tools and technologies used for the different functionalities in the portal
is provided in Table 9.
Table 9. Tools and Technologies used in the functionalities of AEGLE portal

AEGLE User
Interface Pages
Login Page

Main Functionality

•
•

Main Tools & Technologies, APIs

User login
Authenticates user

•

OAUTH2.0
token
authentication
Keycloak authorization service

•

Workbench page

•

The user-specific home page of AEGLE portal

•

Livy API

Datasets page

•
•
•

Navigate the datasets list
Create new datasets
Upload new data

•
•
•
•

SOAP API protocols for FedEHR
database access
SQL data queries
HDFS server
RESTful API

Analytic toolbox

•

View the library of analytic tools available to
the user

•
•

HDFS server
RESTful API

Workflow

•
•

View and run pre-defined workflows
Create and run a custom workflow

•
•
•
•

Analysis Results

•

View the outputs of a workflow execution

SPARK cluster
Livy API
Kubernettes
REST API
RESTful API

Visualise page

•

Visualize datasets files and output results

•
•

Apache Zeppelin
Zeppelin REST API

5.2 CDS USER INTERFACE FOR ICU
5.2.1 General architecture
The clinical decision support user interface provides alarms as well as information for patients in the intensive care
unit in a soft real-time manner. The operation of the clinical decision support system is divided into two parts. The
first part is running at the Azure Cloud platform and is responsible for the execution of all the workflows and
analytics that are crucial for the CDS. More specifically, the cloud part is a cron job running on the Azure
Kubernetes cluster. The responsibility of this job is to periodically check for updates on the data received from the
intensive care unit. If there are any, then it automatically executes all the workflows and analytics, which produce
results presented in the CDS. The second part is running at a server located in the ICU. This part is also a cron job
and is responsible for periodically checking the outputs of all the workflow executions for every patient. If the job
realizes that an output has been modified, then it automatically fetches this file locally. That way, the end-user is
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always viewing the latest updated results of the analyses. Finally, all the communication with the HDFS is
performed securely through the KNOX gateway.
Figure 17 shows the flow of the operation regarding the CDS user interface. More specifically, patients’ data are
uploaded periodically from the intensive care unit (ICU) to the FedEHR database. The anonymization of data is
performed locally on the ICU either by utilizing their own anonymizer, or the one provided by FedEHR. Once the
data are uploaded, the cloud cron job is responsible for identifying this change and initializing all the
corresponding workflows. After the successful execution of the workflows, the respective output files are stored in
the HDFS. Finally, the local cron job is responsible to fetch the updated workflow outputs and replace the old ones
in order to display the latest information to the end user.

5.2.2 CDS UI Functionality Overview
The main CDSS-UI components on AEGLE website are listed below.
1. Nutrition Single
2. Nutrition Total
3. Drug Administration
4. Hospitalization Info
5. Bennett Menu
6. PVI

Cloud Cluster
Input s
Updat ed?

FedEHR Dat abase

Cro n Job

HDFS

...

7

...
1

...
Upload P at ient Dat a

Patient 3

3

4
5

Patient 4

3
6
2

Patient 5

Patient 6

Patient 7

4

7

Intensive Care Unit

1

Updat e out put s

Patient 2

2

5

Fet ch updat ed out put s

CDS
User interface
Patient 1

6

Figure 17. Operation flow for the CDS user interface

The user can set the number of beds and assign patients to beds, doing so creates a JSON file with the Bed-Patient
link on the UI front-end server, which is subsequently used to populate the CDS on later sessions. Each tab shows
the results of a specific analysis per patient, utilizing the same tools deployed on Azure, but executed with already
set optimal parameters based on the results of our offline analyses and the user requirements. The exception to
the per patient case is the Nutrition Total tab which depicts basic nutritional information for the total amount of
patients currently residing in the ICU.
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The result of the analyses either final result or intermediate steps ( such as files containing time-series) are
retrieved at a set time interval from the Cloud services that depends on the frequency certain types of data are
update (8 hour for nutritional data, 1 hour for the rest of EHR data administration etc, and 5 minutes for the
medical devices that produce high frequency time-series, monitors and ventilators) and are stored locally using a
predefined folder structure related to the available analyses. All those procedures are afterwards saved to a log
file. These files are used by the UI to depict the necessary information to the user and to generate alerts. The alerts
can be divided into 3 categories:
1. A value in relation to a threshold (e.g. the percentage of nutritional requirements achieved)

2. The existence of an implication (e.g. period of cluster of Ineffective Efforts, PVI scenario)
3. The prediction of an outcome (e.g. predicting the existence of a period of high Driving Pressure prior to its
occurrence, Ventilator scenario, predicting the chance of death based on IEEV features, PVI scenario)

Nutrition Single
The Nutrition Single page is the home page to which the user lands after login. On the left side the user can select
a specific bed. Below that, details about the patient on the bed are presented such as gender, age, weight etc.
There are also seven options on the side menu which controls the content of the main site. On the Nutrition Single
page the user can see a graphical representation about the selected patient's nutrition (calories and proteins over
time). A selection bar gives the user the opportunity to choose difference, percentage, requirements and intake of
calories and proteins and visualize them.

Figure 2. A screenshot of the Nutrition Single page and alert.

Nutrition Total
The Nutrition Total page gives information about all the selected beds. It contains two pairs of graphs and tables
that depict patients’ nutritional data for the current day and since the hospitalization. It gives the user the ability
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to select between two nutrition variables, calories and protein, and set the nutritional threshold (percentage of
their total nutritional needs) which is subsequently used to trigger Alerts regarding malnutrition.

Figure 3. A screenshot of the Nutrition Total page.

Drug Administration
The Drug Administration page gives graphical information about any selected combination of drugs and bio signals
over time. This analysis provides an alert regarding patient deterioration.

Figure 4. A screenshot of the Drug Administration page.
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Hospitalization Info
On the Hospitalization Info page there is a table with information about the selected patient, such as ICU scores,
ventilation status etc.

Bennett Menu
The Bennett Menu page gives the opportunity to the user to visualize information about the patient's ventilator
and monitor. The graph contains two time series, one for the ventilator and one for the monitor. On the top of the
page there are two selection bars, where the user can choose the time series. For some patients there are green
areas on the graph that represent specific events of interest and underneath there is a table with statistic indices
about the events. There are three types of alerts for this analysis:
1. The existence of events at the Compliance ventilation parameter that can alert the physician to make
changes.

2. Using the predictive model that estimates Driving Pressure ventilator parameter for the next 5 minutes
time window, alert the physician that this patient is under risk.

3. Using a threshold for the Driving Pressure ventilator parameter that can alert the physician to make
changes.

Figure 6. A screenshot of the Bennett Menu page.

PVI
This section depicts the results of the PVI analysis, detects IEEV (green highlighted area at the upper chart) and
provides IEEV features. The user can see the IE signal and compare it with other PVI time-series that are
characterized as possible causes or effects. There are two types of alerts for this analysis.

1. The existence of IEEV that can alert the physician to make change at the ventilation settings
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2. Using the predictive model that estimates PVI patients mortality, alert the physician that this patient is
under serious risk.

Figure 7. A screenshot of PVI page.

While browsing the analyses, the user apart from the analyses results, has the option to browse the available timeseries by selecting the set of signals to visualize from dropdown lists. These variables are encoded but the UI
translates them and depicts them as their human readable versions to the user.
Note that the Bennett and PVI analyses are mutually exclusive since they are both ventilators.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This deliverable presented the software components and their adaptation to AEGLE’s specific context. The
document is the result of effective collaboration among several AEGLE partners, mainly focusing on the technical
aspects of the project. As shown and analysed in the previous pages of Deliverable 5.3, AEGLE system employs,
adapts and integrates a large set of state-of-art and in most cases open source technologies from the fields of Big
Data and cloud infrastructures, web-design, data storage and management solutions, analytic and visualization
tools and acceleration infrastructures, thus introducing itself an innovative cloud-based Platform-as-a-Service
solution for healthcare-oriented analytical data warehousing. AEGLE PaaS forms the basis and it is amenable to
utilized through both a pure cloud-based interface tailored to data-scientists and medical researchers through the
RnD-UI, as well as a hybrid local- and cloud-based solution implementing a clinical decision support interface, thus
showing its high flexibility to be exploited across differing health-care information system implementations. All
components presented and analysed are currently active towards the third prototype of AEGLE. The specific
deliverable has been structured in a two fold manner, first taking in to account its public nature to provide to the
prospective reader the key functionalities, technologies and components realizing AEGLE’s ecosystem, as well as
serving as key technical document to be further used from AEGLE technical development teams as a guide and
input for facilitating and structuring the next AEGLE integrated prototype.
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Appendix A.

ANONYMIZATION PROFILES

A.I. CLL data anonymization
As former described there are 2 kinds of EHR files for cll data :
•
Basic data
•
Event data

Each of then needs an anonymization profile
Basic data :
parameters:
- tag: DATEINC
value: -3210
- tag: SUBJECΤ
value: Subject
- tag: UIDROOT
value: "1.2.840.113654.2.70.1"
- tag: DATEPATTERN1
value: "yyyyMMdd"
- tag: DATEPATTERN
value: "dd/MM/yyyy"
elements:
- tag: "Medical center"
action: "@empty()"
- tag: "Patient id"
action: "@append() {@integer(Medical center,centers).}@uuid(this,pid)"
- tag: "Date of birth"
action: "@empty()"
- tag: "Date of diagnosis"
action: "@diffdates(this,@DATEPATTERN,Date of birth,@DATEPATTERN)"
- tag: "Date of last contact"
action: "@diffdates(this,@DATEPATTERN,Date of birth,@DATEPATTERN)"
- tag: "Date of first treatment"
action: "@diffdates(this,@DATEPATTERN,Date of birth,@DATEPATTERN)"
- tag: "Date of death"
action: "@diffdates(this,@DATEPATTERN,Date of birth,@DATEPATTERN)"
- tag: "Date of transformation"
action: "@diffdates(this,@DATEPATTERN,Date of birth,@DATEPATTERN)"
- tag: "Date of IGHV analysis"
action: "@diffdates(this,@DATEPATTERN,Date of birth,@DATEPATTERN)"
- tag: "Sequence identifier"
action: "@uuid(this,seqid)"

Event data :
parameters:
- tag: DATEINC
value: -3210
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- tag: SUBJECΤ
value: Subject
- tag: UIDROOT
value: "1.2.840.113654.2.70.1"
- tag: DATEPATTERN1
value: "yyyyMMdd"
- tag: DATEPATTERN
value: "dd/MM/yyyy"
elements:
- tag: "Medical center"
action: "@empty()"
- tag: "Patient id"
action: "@append() {@integer(Medical center,centers).}@uuid(this,pid)"
- tag: "Date of birth"
action: "@empty()"
- tag: "Visit ID"
action: "@uuid(this,visitid)"
- tag: "Karyotype ID"
action: "@empty ()"
- tag: "FISH ID"
action: "@empty ()"
- tag: "TP53 ID"
action: "@empty ()"
- tag: "Date of event"
action: "@diffdates(this,@DATEPATTERN,Date of birth,@DATEPATTERN)"
- tag: "Karyotype date"
action: "@empty()"
- tag: "FISH del13q date"
action: "@empty()"
- tag: "FISH del11q date"
action: "@empty()"
- tag: "FISH trisomy 12 date"
action: "@empty()"
- tag: "FISH del17p date"
action: "@empty()"
- tag: "Date of TP53 mutation analysis"
action: "@empty()"

In case of raw data, there also 2 kinds of files:
• RNAseq
• NGS_Tseq

For both, a command of anonymization had been developed to transform the data like that:
>100_@M04321: → XXX@XXXX

A.II. ICU data anonymization
i. Description of ICU original data sources
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Bedside Monitors of Vital Signs data: Anonymization Rules used in ICU Vital Sigs Data Recording and
Uploading
Vital Signs files contain three elements that violate the anonymisation requirements:
• Patient’s Name
• Incident ID
• Actual Dates used in timestamps – same as hospitalisation dates
1.

To completely anonymize the files that are to be uploaded we need to change appropriately the above mentioned
elements in order to cover any track that could potentially lead to the disclosure of a patient’s identity. In more
detail, and in relation to the ICU Vital Signs files the following actions are performed in order to achieve
anonymization:
• Patient’s Name: The patient’s name is deleted
• Incident ID: The original incident ID is being replaced by a new ID after a lookup in a predetermined
replacement table. There is no way to associate the new ID with the old one without having access to this
table.
• Actual dates and Timestamps: The first date in all incidents are converted to the so-called Epoch Date
(01/01/1970) while the daytime remains the same. For example, if the Start DateTime of an incident is
18/09/2017 14:35, the recorded date will be 01/01/1970 14:35.

An example of the anonymized file ready for upload can be seen in Figure 6 below:

Figure 6. Anonymized ICU Vital Signs Data File, ready for uploading

ii. Electronic Medical Record Data
In the original data base of PAGNH-ICU a unique id “episode_id” is used to identify every episode in the ICU. The
similar “patient_id” is not used since a patient can have many episodes in the ICU. For the anonymization the
following steps are taking place :
• A different id is generated randomly (aegle_episode_id) from the original episode_id. The mapping
between these two ids is kept for validation and verification purpose.
•

All personal data (surname, name, address, insurance number etc) are not extracted.
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•

The dates are normalized so the first day in ICU is day 0, the next day 1 and etc. The time is kept the
original.

Anonymized data are stored in a “one measure per line” structure. So all data are stored in tables that have the
following columns:
• aegle_episode_id: as described above
•

day: number of days in ICU, admission day is 0

•

time: time in that day

•

UTC: +2 or +3 for Greece to preserve Daylight Saving Time changes

•

measure code: code that shows what the measure is for (e.g. temperature)

•

measure parameter 1 (optional): parameter 1 of measure (e.g. place of catheter)

•

measure parameter 2 (optional): parameter 2 of measure (similar to parameter1)

•

measure parameter 3 (optional): parameter 3 of measure (similar to parameter1)

•

Value: value of measure. It can also represent a setting (e.g. of a ventilator) or an action (e.g. catheter
removal)

•

unit (optional): unit of value

Except anthropometrics which are stored in a table having the following columns:
• aegle_episode_id: as described above
•

height

•

weight

•

age

•

gender

An extra table gives the description and the unit of every measure code used.
Examples of data follow:
- vital signs :
AEGLE_EPISODE_ID DAY

TIME

MEASURE_CODE VALUE UTC

23656

0

07:00:00

8329-5

36,9

2

27596

1

12:00:00

CR-100001

13

3
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- Catheters:
AEGLE_EPISODE_ID DAY

TIME

TYPE

PLACE

SIDE

ACTION

UTC

54896

0

08:30:00 303727009 83419000 7771000 45211000

2

62584

5

16:23:00 397970004 45631007 24028007 103715008

3

iii. Mechanical Ventilation Data
The csv. file is assigned the appropriate AEGLE_EPISODE_ID code as part of the file name. The timestamps are
converted as described above to a combination of days after admission and time of that day.
After the anonymization and the preprocessing, the mechanical ventilation data looks as follow:
DAY

TIME

Vent
Type

Expiratory
sensitivity

End inspiratory
pressure

Respiratory
rate

Exhaled tidal
volume

…

0

11:31:37 INVASIVE

3

22

33

0.453

…

0

11:31:38 INVASIVE

3

13

32

0.315

…

iv. Patient-Ventilator Interaction Monitor Data
The csv. file is assigned the appropriate AEGLE_EPISODE_ID code as part of the file name. The initial PVI recordings
were collected from a period preceding the creation of the PAGNI EHR, these patients have not been included in
the PAGNI database and thus don’t have an episode_id. Those patients (110) had their AEGLE_EPISODE_ID
assigned to them. The time information as recorded by the PVI monitor is converted as described above to a
combination of days after admission and time of that day.
After the anonymization and the preprocessing, the PVI data looks as follow:
DAY

TIME

kv

kf

kfv

P01

Cyclingoff

0

09:27:17

21.27

5.8

0

09:27:47 20.97861 5.932848 0.282812 0.196142 0.07856 0.388934 …

0.272685 1.58156

0.025

vt

…

0.41216 …

v. ICU Anonymization Rules
ICU provided data is already in an anonymised format, no profile is needed for the anonymiser.

A.III.

T2D data anonymization
i. T2D Anonymization Rules

T2D anonymisation is currently based on some “dummy” examples and will need to be refined after some tests
with real data. Some part like “free text” have also to be refined to check if sensible data has not been inserted
into these fields. Some further word it to be done to achieve to a final version of the anonymization profile.
parameters:
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- tag: SUBJECT
value: Subject
- tag: DATEPATTERN
value: dd.MM.yy
- tag: consultantCode
value: consultantCode # to change to a ramdon private key
- tag: staffCode
value: staffCode # to change to a ramdon private key
elements:
- tag: "District Number"
action: "@param(@SUBJECT)-@uuid(this,districtNum)"
- tag: "Surname"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Forename"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Date of Birth"
action: "@modifydate(this,*,1,1,@param(@DATEPATTERN))"
- tag: "Sex"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Death Indicator"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Date of Death"
action: "@modifydate(this,*,1,1,@param(@DATEPATTERN))"
- tag: "Religion"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Marital Status"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Occupation"
action: "@keep()" #will need k anonymity to be ensured
- tag: "School"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Ethnic Origin"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "GP Code"
action: "@keep()" # could be hashed
- tag: "GP Title"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "GP Initials"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "GP address line 6"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "GP address line 2"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "GP address line a"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "GP address line 4"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "GP post code"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "GP phone number"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "DoH code"
action: "@remove()"
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- tag: "Practice code"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "GP code2"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Documan email address"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Old comms email box"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Date Referral Recieved"
action: "@modifydate(this,*,*,1,@param(@DATEPATTERN))"
- tag: "Source of Referral"
action: "@remove"
- tag: "DAFNE"
action: "@remove"
- tag: "Insulin Pump"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Priority"
action: "@remove"
- tag: "Type of Diabetes"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Date of Diagnosis"
action: "@modifydate(this,*,1,1,@param(@DATEPATTERN))"
- tag: "Insulin Requiring"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Smoking Status"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Other Medical Problems" #Free text
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Other" #Free text
action: "@remove"
- tag: "Consultant Code"
action: "@hashuid(@consultantCode,this)"
- tag: "Staff Code"
action: "@hashuid(@staffCode,this)"
- tag: "Treatment" #Free text (medication)
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Other Treatment" #Free text (medication)
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Height (m)"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Referral Source (Other)"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Referral Source (Other Hospital)"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Ward Code"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Diabetes Type (Other)"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Contact Number"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Date & Time of Consultation"
action: "@modifydate(this,*,1,1,@param(@DATEPATTERN))"
- tag: "Clinician that saw pateint"
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action: "@remove()" # could be hashed
- tag: "Consultation Type"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Attended Status"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Field78"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Outpatient Consultancy"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Clinic Venue"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "DNA/Cancellation Notes"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Nursing Clinic N otes" # Free Text
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Doctors Notes" # Free Text
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Diabetic Specialist Nurse Notes" # Free Text
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Podiatry Notes" # Free Text
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Dietitian Notes" # Free Text
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "BMI Calculation"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "BMI"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Blood Pressure (Systolic)"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Blood Pressure (Diastolic)"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Est number of follow ups"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Weight (Kg)"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Weight (St)"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Weight (lb)"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Field95"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Height (Ft)"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Height (in)"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Field98"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "VA Right (Other)"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "VA Left (Other)"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Management" # Free text
action: "@keep()"
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- tag: "Reason for Attendance"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Random Blood Glucose"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Meter"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Type of Blood Strips"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Injection Pen"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Type of Pen Needles"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Syringes"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Referred to"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Employment"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Reason for Attendance (Other)"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Referral to (Other)"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Referral to (Other Hospital)"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Referral to (Other Specialty)"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Eye Followup Status"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "R Eye Retinopathy Status"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "L Eye Retinopathy Status"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "R Foot Health Status"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "L Foot Health Status"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Renal Status"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Foot Test Performed"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "F/U Arrangements Made"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "F/U appointment period"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Estimated number of Follow ups"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Field128"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Field129"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Field130"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Date of next F/U Appointment"
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action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Other (Right Eye)" # Free text
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Other (Left Eye)" # Free text
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Date of Fundoscopy Examination"
action: "@modifydate(this,*,1,1,@param(@DATEPATTERN))"
- tag: "Fundoscopy Notes" # Free text
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Date of Feet Examination"
action: "@modifydate(this,*,1,1,@param(@DATEPATTERN))"
- tag: "Podiatry Comments" # Free text
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Dietitian Comments" # Free text
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Date of Assesment"
action: "@modifydate(this,*,1,1,@param(@DATEPATTERN))"
- tag: "HbA1c DCCT"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "HbA1c IFCC"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Lipids - CHL"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Lipids - LDL"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Lipids - HDL"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Lipids - Other"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Trig Levels"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Creatinine Levels"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Albumin Creatinine Ratio"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Albuminuria Stage"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "eGFR"
action: "@keep()"
- tag: "Date of Discharge"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Discharged to"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Reason for Referral"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Other Hospital"
action: "@remove()"
- tag: "Other Specialty"
action: "@remove()"
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Appendix B.

DEPLOYMENT OF THE CLUSTER IN THE CLOUD

B.I. Creating a Kubernetes Cluster on Azure IaaS
An example of creating a Kubernetes cluster on Azure is described next. Firstly, a resource has to be created. An
Azure resource group is a logical group in which Azure resources are deployed and managed.
$ az group create --name myResourceGroup --location westeurope

The above command creates a resource group named myResourceGroup in the westeurope location. Afterwards,
to create a Kubernetes cluster comprising 20 agents of size L4s, we execute:
$ az acs create --orchestrator-type kubernetes --resource-group myResourceGroup \
> --name myK8sCluster --generate-ssh-keys -agent-count 20 --agent-vm-size Standard_L4s

To configure kubectl to connect to your Kubernetes cluster run:
$ az acs kubernetes get-credentials --resource-group=myResourceGroup --name=myK8sCluster

This step downloads credentials and configures the Kubernetes CLI to use them.

B.II. Creating a Kubernetes Cluster on ~Okeanos IaaS
An example of using kamaki is the following:
$ kamaki server create \
> --project-id 0e4a71e6-9ecd-4fe1-979e-74dbaeba5354 \
> --name='<instance_name>' \
> --flavor-id=<flavor_id> \
> --image-id=110c2281-a5f6-47e8-835a-f588a4c255c6 \
> -p /home/<user>/aegle_authorized_keys/root/.ssh/authorized_keys
$ kamaki server delete <instance_id>

The first command creates a new virtual instance. project-id is the ID that ~okeanos has assigned to the AEGLE
project, the name of the new virtual instance, the selected hardware configuration, image-id the ID of an operating
system image in ~okeanos and finally with the -p option a set of public keys is copied to the keys that the root
account accepts for SSH login. As soon as this command is executed, the instance starts to be created and
~okeanos reports back an instance ID, the assigned IP addresses, a generated root password and various, other
information. The second command, kamaki server delete is simpler as it requires just the ID of the instance to be
destroyed. This command returns a confirmation message while the destruction takes more time to be completed.
As far as the Kubernetes deployment at ~Okeanos is concerned we make use of the following repository:
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https://github.com/kubernetes-incubator/kargo
In order to use kargo we specify an inventory file servers.cfg containing the virtual machines where Kubernetes will
be deployed. In servers.cfg we annotate the type of every Kubernetes node, e.g., Kubernetes-master, Kubernetesnode, etcd etc. and the nodes network related information (e.g., LAN ip, public ip, network interface etc.). Next, in
the inventory/group_vars/all.yml file we specify some cluster specific parameters such as the operating system:
bootstrap_os, Kubernetes installation folder: bin_dir, python binary file: ansible_python_interpreter, and
Kubernetes deployment tool: kubelet_deployment_type.
Then Kubernetes is deployed on our cluster by running:
$ ansible-playbook -u core -i inventory/servers.cfg cluster.yml -b --become-user=root

B.III. Creating an accelerated cluster on ICCS’s Thunderclust
A set of bash scripts are developed in order to create, manage, delete etc. the virtual cluster at ThunderClust.
These scripts are also platform independent and can run on any local cluster and the only modification required is
to provide the network addresses (IP) of the respective servers. An example of using the aforementioned scripts is
the following:
$ ./create-cluster number-of-nodes ram-mb cpu-cores
$ ./cluster-delete vm-name

The first command creates number-of-nodes virtual machines featuring ram-mb MB RAM memory and cpu-cores
processing cores. The second command deletes the virtual machines with vm-name identifier. For creating the
11
virtual machines we use libvirtd QEMU KVM and the operating system of the virtual machines is Ubuntu.
Moreover, ThunderClust is used to deploy the Kubernetes orchestrated accelerated cluster that is used to run the
AEGLE’s acceleration services. The created virtual machines can be distributed to the available physical servers and
their number is only limited by the available physical resources.
In order for the VMs to be able to communicate with the MPC-X, SR-IOV has to be enabled and an equal number of
virtual infiniband ports (VFs), as the number of VMs, have to be created as shown below (4 VFs are created):
$ mlxconfig -d /dev/mst/mt4099_pciconf0 set SRIOV_EN=1 NUM_OF_VFS=4

Then each VM has to be mapped to the respective virtual port. This can be achieved by connecting the VM to the
VF PCI address using virt-install:
$ virt-install --name accel-vm --disk ubuntu-with-infiniband-drivers.img --ram 20G --vcpus 4\
--host-device=pci_0000_03_00_1 --host-device=pci_0000_81_00_1

Thus, each VM is able to communicate with MPC-X, ask for available DFEs, transfer data to and from the DFEs and
as a result, run the accelerated version of the analytics. Therefore, we are able to test the integration of AEGLE’s
cloud components, such as Hadoop, and the hardware acceleration performed with Maxeler technologies.

11

KVM/QEMU hypervisor driver https://libvirt.org/drvqemu.html
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Appendix C. DEPLOYMENT
FRAMEWORK

OF

SUB-COMPONENTS

OF

THE

C.I. Hadoop deployment on Kubernetes
To set up Hadoop on Kubernetes we make use of the following repository making the necessary modifications:
https://github.com/Comcast/kube-yarn/
Thus, first we execute:
$ git clone https://github.com/Comcast/kube-yarn/

In the /artifacts folder we can find all the .xml files. In the hdfs-site.xml file we change the values of both
dfs.datanode.use.datanode.hostname and dfs.client.use.datanode.hostname to true. Setting
these values to true allow us to use hostnames instead of IPs when referring to datanodes. This is crucial, because
Kubernetes can rearrange pods to different virtual machines and as a result have their IP changed. However, when
using hostnames, even if a pod is moved to another resource its identification will remain the same. In addition, by
default HDFS endpoints are specified as either hostnames or IP addresses. In either case HDFS daemons will bind
to a single IP address making the daemons unreachable from other networks. To ensure that HDFS daemons bind
all interfaces we add properties for dfs.namenode.rpc-bind-host, dfs.namenode.servicerpc-bindhost, dfs.namenode.http-bind-host and dfs.namenode.https-bind-host and set their value to
0.0.0.0
In /manifests folder we can find all the .yaml files, which are used to create the YARN Resource Manager, Yarn
Node manager, the Hadoop data node and the Hadoop name node. In all .yaml files we change the /image field
with the corresponding aegle image which support python and R libraries.
For example inside the yarn-rm-statefulset.yaml file we change image: danisla/hadoop:2.7.2 with
image: aegle-private-repo/aegle/aegle-rm:1.0 .
As for AEGLE, there is a single pod which serves both as Hadoop namenode and YARN resource manager. As far as
datanodes and node managers are concerned, datanodes can also serve as node managers. However, based on
traffic and user demand, pods which serve as node managers or datanodes can also be deployed on demand, as to
provide high scalability features to the platform.
In addition, data nodes should claim the volumes created with Azure Disk. Finally, to provide additional fault
tolerance and reliability features to our Hadoop service, we force Kubernetes to schedule datanodes in different
Virtual Machines by using the affinity feature of Kubernetes. Thus, if a node of the Hadoop cluster fails, then
only one datanode will be unavailable. As a result, in the hdfs-dn-statefulset.yaml and in the hdfs-nnstatefulset.yaml files we make the following changes:
For the affinity feature, we add the following configuration:

podAffinityTerm:
labelSelector:
matchExpressions:
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- key: component
operator: In
values:
- hdfs-dn
- hdfs-nn
- yarn-nm
topologyKey: kubernetes.io/hostname

This rule instructs Kubernetes to avoid scheduling news datanodes, namenodes and nodemanagers in virtual
machines that have already services named hdfs-nn, hdfs-dn or hdfs-nm scheduled on them.
As far as the Azure File and Azure Disk are concerned, we first define the two following storage classes for each
one of them respectively:
kind: StorageClass

kind: StorageClass

apiVersion: storage.k8s.io/v1

apiVersion: storage.k8s.io/v1beta1

metadata:

metadata:

name: azure-disk-slow

name: azure-file-slow

provisioner: kubernetes.io/azure-disk

provisioner: kubernetes.io/azure-file

parameters:

parameters:

server:
skuName: Standard_LRS
https://147.102.37.141:443
location: westeurope
server:
storageAccount: aeglesharedstorage
https://147.102.37.141:443

server:
skuName: Standard_LRS
https://147.102.37.141:443
location: westeurope
server:
storageAccount: aeglesharedstorage
https://147.102.37.141:443

server:
https://147.102.37.141:443

server:
https://147.102.37.141:443

C.II. Adapted tools deployment on Kubernetes
C.III. Exposed APIs usage and examples
Kubernetes REST API
In order to check the status of a running pod, we can submit the following REST request:
$ curl -k -X GET -H ‘Authorization: Bearer {token}, Content-Type: application/json’ \
> $KUBE_MASTER/v1/namespaces/{pod’s namespace}/pods/{exact_name_of_pod}

To list all pods inside a namespace:
$ curl $KUBERNETES_MASTER/v1/namespaces/{namespace_name}

Finally, in order to deploy an external tool:
$ curl -k -X POST -H ‘Authorization: Bearer {token}’ -d {tool’s_json_file} \
> $KUBE_MASTER/v1/namespaces/{tool’s_namespace}/pods
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WebHDFS
A full explanation of the WebHDFS API can be found in the following link:
http://archive.cloudera.com/cdh5/cdh/5/hadoop/hadoop-project-dist/hadoop-hdfs/WebHDFS.html
To test that the WebHDFS API works properly, we can follow the steps below:
1.

Create a dump file

$ echo "web-hdfs-test" > test.txt

2.

Create a new file on the HDFS

$ curl -i -X PUT "http://hdfs-master-url:50070/webhdfs/v1/test.txt?user.name=root&op=CREATE"

3.

Copy the file to the HDFS

$ curl -i -X PUT -T ./test.txt "$URL"

where (URL is the Location field from the previously received response).
4.

Download the file from the HDFS

$ curl -o test-received.txt -L "http:// hdfs-master- \
> url:50070/webhdfs/v1/test.txt?user.name=root&op=OPEN"

5.

Run the following command to check if the received file is the same as the uploaded one:

$ md5sum test.txt test-received.txt

Livy – Internal Spark REST API
Livy is an open source REST interface for interacting with Apache Spark from anywhere. It supports executing
snippets of code or programs in a Spark context that runs locally or in Apache Hadoop YARN. The following
repository is used to install the Livy API:
https://github.com/cloudera/livy
By default Livy is built against Apache Spark 1.6.2, but the version of Spark used when running Livy does not need
to match the version used to build Livy. Livy internally uses reflection to mitigate the gaps between different Spark
versions, also Livy package itself does not contain a Spark distribution, so it will work with any supported version of
Spark (Spark 1.6+) without needing to rebuild against specific version of Spark.
In order to run Livy with local sessions, first the following variables have to be exported:
$ export $SPARK_HOME=/usr/lib/spark
$ export HADOOP_CONF_DIR=/etc/hadoop/conf

Then, we start the server with
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$ ./bin/livy-server

Livy uses a few configuration files under configuration the directory, which by default is the conf directory under
the Livy installation. An alternative configuration directory can be provided by setting the LIVY_CONF_DIR
environment variable when starting Livy. The configuration files used by Livy are:
•
•

livy.conf: contains the server configuration. The Livy distribution ships with a default configuration file
listing available configuration keys and their default values.
spark-blacklist.conf: list Spark configuration options that users are not allowed to override. These
options will be restricted to either their default values, or the values set in the Spark configuration used
by Livy.

AEGLE’s framework have to keep log files regarding the submitted analytics, so that it can check the execution
status of the latter, as well as to be able to inform users for the status of them. By default, Livy keeps log files for a
limited amount of time. Therefore, we had to change the following configurations inside the livy.conf file so that i)
Livy runs in recovery mode and, thus, does not forget sessions when it shuts down ii) the log files are stored to the
HDFS (persistent) and iii) the logs are retained for a long period of time.
livy.conf
livy.server.recovery.mode
livy.server.recovery.state-store
livy.server.recovery.state-store.url
livy.server.request-log-retain.days
livy.server.session.state-retain.sec = 50000

=
=
=
=

recovery
filesystem
file:///root/hdfs/livy
5

Finally, to test if the Livy API works properly, first ensure that /pi.py exists in the HDFS and then run the following
command localy on any pod inside Kubernetes:
$ curl -X POST --data '{"file": "/pi.py", "args": ["10"], "name": "test livy"}' \
> -H "Content-Type: application/json"
> hdfs-nn.yarn-cluster:8998/batches

The response to this cURL request is a JSON file containing a unique id of the submitted application. After, we can
check the execution status either by making the following cURL request to Livy
$ curl -X POST hdfs-nn.yarn-cluster:8998/batches/<application-id>

Or by connecting to the HDFS namenode and checking the execution status of spark submitted jobs:
$ yarn application -list

Exposed Ingress Controller
The nginx service can be found in the following git repository:
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https://github.com/kubernetes/ingress/tree/master/controllers/nginx
In case of the ~Okeanos cloud cluster, we assign a public static IP to the server were ingress controller is deployed,
so that he is always accessible and resolvable from the outside world.
In case of the Azure cloud cluster, we assign the ingress controller a public IP from the load balancer provided by
Azure itself. It is a Layer 4 (TCP, UDP) load balancer that distributes incoming traffic among healthy instances of
services defined in a load-balanced set.
Azure Load Balancer can be configured to:
•

Load balance incoming Internet traffic to virtual machines. This configuration is known as Internet-facing
load balancing.

•

Load balance traffic between virtual machines in a virtual network, between virtual machines in cloud
services, or between on-premises computers and virtual machines in a cross-premises virtual network.
This configuration is known as internal load balancing.

•

Forward external traffic to a specific virtual machine.

In the following table we see the yaml file of the ingress-controller service:

apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
name: nginx-ingress
namespace: kube-system
labels:
k8s-app: nginx-ingress-controller
spec:
ports:
- port: 80
targetPort: 80
selector:
k8s-app: nginx-ingress-controller

In case of Azure the two following lines have also to be added, in order to instruct ingress controller by an Azure
public loadbalanber and assign a Public static IP to that loadbalancer (the IP has been previously obtained using
azure-cli):

type: LoadBalancer
loadBalancerIP: 40.68.40.131

After having deployed the ingress controller, we can expose services using ingresses, e.g. a microbot service:
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apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1
kind: Ingress
metadata:
name: microbot-ingress
spec:
rules:
- host: microbot.aegle-uhealth.eu
http:
paths:
- path: /
backend:
serviceName: microbot
servicePort: 80

Using this ingress all the traffic to microbot.aegle-uhealth.eu is directed form the ingress-controller to the micobot
pod. Finally, in the dns entry we have included an A record that directs microbot.aegle-uhealth.eu to 40.68.40.131.
All the FQDN of the AEGLE services point to the Loadbalancer’s IP, then the traffic is directed from the
Loadbalancer to the Ingress-Controller and finally, the Ingress-controller directs the traffic to the respective pod.

Appendix D. IDENTITY
CONFIGURATION

MANAGEMENT

SERVICES

Apache KNOX installation
The steps for an installation and configuration of Apache KNOX are presented:
•

Download the KNOX installer (https://knox.apache.org )

•

extract it at $KNOXHOME

•

Create the KNOX keystore secret : $KNOXHOME/bin/knoxcli.sh create-master

•

Start KNOX service: $KNOXHOME/bin/gateway.sh start

Before starting KNOX, the following files need to be edited:
•

$KNOXHOME/conf/topologies/aegle.xml: the topology of KNOX services that are authenticated. In this
file we set the URLs of the AEGLE services (e.g., LIVY, WebHDFS).

•

$KNOXHOME/conf/gateway-site.xml: if Hadoop is using Kerberos set gateway.hadoop.kerberos.secured
to true (false otherwise) and set java.security.krb5.conf to the path of the Kerberos configuration file.

•

$KNOXHOME/conf/krb5JAASLogin.conf: if Hadoop is using Kerberos set keyTab to the path to the KNOX
keytab file and principal to the KNOX principal value
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If Hadoop is using Kerberos, enabling the KNOX user to impersonate is required. In Hadoop core-site.xml add:
<property>
<name>hadoop.proxyuser.knox.users</name>
<value>*</value>
</property>
<property>
<name>hadoop.proxyuser.knox.groups</name>
<value>*</value>
</property>
<property>
<name>hadoop.proxyuser.knox.hosts</name>
<value>$URLS</value>
</property>

•

Add trusted certificates to the Java keystore (needed for https services, eg Hadoop with Kerberos).

keytool -import -file /ca.crt -keystore $JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts -storepass
changeit -alias webhdfs -noprompt

If KNOX is exposed to the public and you need trusted certificates, we run the following commands to create KNOX
keystore with our signed certificates:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

openssl pkcs12 -export -password "pass:$pass" -out public_privatekey.pfx –inkey "$certsdir/tls.key" -in
"$certsdir/tls.crt"
mkdir -p $KNOXHOME/data/security/keystores/
mv public_privatekey.pfx $KNOXHOME/data/security/keystores/public_privatekey.pfx
cd $KNOXHOME/data/security/keystores
keytool -importkeystore -srckeystore public_privatekey.pfx -srcstoretype PKCS12 - destkeystore
gateway.jks -deststorepass "$pass" -srcstorepass "$pass"
keytool -changealias -alias "1" -destalias "gateway-identity" -keystore gateway.jks - storepass "$pass"
keytool -storepass "$pass" -keypasswd -alias gateway-identity -keystore gateway.jks –new $pass
$KNOXHOME/bin/knoxcli.sh create-alias gateway-identity-passphrase --value $pass
chown knox:knox $KNOXHOME/data/security/keystores
chown -R knox:knox $KNOXHOME/data/security/keystores/*

KNOX SSO Authentication configuration:
A number of SSO solutions provide mechanisms for federating an authenticated identity across applications. These
mechanisms are at times simple HTTP Header type tokens that can be used to propagate the identity across
process boundaries. In the AEGLE topology, HeaderPreAuth is used that receives the user name from an HTTP
header field. In the HeaderPreAuth request filterscan be applied , e.g., the existing IP filter preauth.ip.validation ,
or custom ones can be created.
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A custom filter is implemented that receives an access token and validates it before allowing the request. To
create custom Validation for KNOX, the instructions found at https://knox.apache.org/books/knox-0-13-0/devguide.html#Validator were followed.
In order to use the developed Custom Validator, the following parameters must be set in the KNOX topology file
(aegle.xml)
<provider>
<role>federation</role>
<name>HeaderPreAuth</name>
<enabled>true</enabled>
<param><name>preauth.validation.method</name><value>KcValidator</value></param>
<param><name>preauth.custom.header</name><value>AEGLE_USER</value></param>
<param><name>preauth.custom.aud</name><value>aegle_frontend,aegle_fedehr</value></param>
<param>
<name>preauth.custom.kcurl</name><value>https://aeglekeycloak.exodussa.com/auth/realms/AEGLE</
value>
</param>
</provider>

Parameter Description:
•

preauth.validation.method: name of the custom filter (more than one filters can be used)

•

preauth.custom.header: The header containing the user name

•

preauth.custom.aud: valid token audiences

•

preauth.custom.kcurl: Keycloak realm url

Authentication validation steps:
•

The custom validator created: gets the token from the header and checks it is issued from
preauth.custom.kcurl

•

Checks it is issued for preauth.custom.aud

•

Check that token user and user in preauth.custom.header are the same

•

Checks that the token is valid

•

Verifies the token signature. In order to perform this, it retrieves the Keycloak server public key that
matches the token’s id. Therefore, it enables Keycloak to dynamically refresh the keys used.

If any of these steps fail, the request is denied and KNOX responds with a 403 status. Moreover, the developed
validator logs all the requests (successful or not) as well as the requester's IP. If the request is unauthorized the
logger prints an appropriate message with respect to the check that failed.
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Apache KNOX Dockerfile
FROM ubuntu
RUN apt-get update
# install Java 8
RUN apt-get install -y openjdk-8-jdk openjdk-8-jre sudo
RUN update-alternatives --config java
RUN update-alternatives --config javac
RUN apt-get install -y unzip
RUN useradd -ms /bin/bash knox
RUN apt-get install -y wget
ENV KNOX_VERSION 0.13.0
USER knox
WORKDIR /home/knox
RUN wget http://ftp.cc.uoc.gr/mirrors/apache/knox/0.13.0/knox-0.13.0.zip
RUN unzip knox-${KNOX_VERSION}.zip && chmod +x knox-${KNOX_VERSION}/bin/*.sh
COPY master /home/knox/knox-0.13.0/data/security/master
COPY gateway-site.xml /home/knox/knox-0.13.0/conf/gateway-site.xml
COPY krb5JAASLogin.conf /home/knox/knox-0.13.0/conf/krb5JAASLogin.conf
COPY gateway-log4j.properties /home/knox/knox-0.13.0/conf/gateway-log4j.properties
RUN rm -r /home/knox/knox-0.13.0/conf/topologies/*
COPY aegle.xml /home/knox/knox-0.13.0/conf/topologies/aegle.xml
COPY livy /home/knox/knox-0.13.0/data/services/livy
USER root
RUN apt-get install -y iputils-ping curl vim
RUN chown -R knox:knox /home/knox/knox-0.13.0/data/security/master /home/knox/knox0.13.0/conf/gateway-site.xml /home/knox/knox-0.13.0/conf/gateway-log4j.properties /home/knox/knox0.13.0/conf/topologies/aegle.xml /home/knox/knox-0.13.0/data/services/livy
RUN chown -R knox:knox /home/knox/knox-0.13.0/data/security
ENV KNOXHOME /home/knox/knox-0.13.0
ENV KNOXTYPE internal
COPY bootstrap.sh bootstrap.sh
COPY genKeytabs.sh /genKeytabs.sh
COPY ca.crt /ca.crt
COPY krb5.conf /etc/krb5.conf
RUN chmod 755 /etc/krb5.conf
RUN chmod +x bootstrap.sh && chmod +x /genKeytabs.sh
RUN apt update && apt install -y krb5-user libpam-krb5 libpam-ccreds auth-client-config
RUN keytool -import -file /ca.crt -keystore /usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-amd64/jre/lib/security/cacerts storepass changeit -alias webhdfs -noprompt
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COPY KcValidator-0.1.jar /home/knox/knox-0.13.0/ext/KcValidator-0.1.jar
RUN chown knox:knox /home/knox/knox-0.13.0/ext/KcValidator-0.1.jar
ENTRYPOINT ["/home/knox/bootstrap.sh"]

Kerberos server Dockerfile
FROM centos:6.6
MAINTAINER SequenceIQ
# EPEL
RUN rpm -Uvh http://dl.fedoraproject.org/pub/epel/6/x86_64/epel-release-6-8.noarch.rpm
# kerberos
RUN yum install -y krb5-server krb5-libs krb5-auth-dialog krb5-workstation
EXPOSE 88 749
ADD ./config.sh /config.sh
RUN chmod +x /config.sh
ENTRYPOINT ["/config.sh"]

Hadoop with Kerberos
To enable Kerberos authentication in Hadoop a Kerberos server is required, the respective keytab files per service
(yarn, HDFS, etc.) and set accordingly the configuration parameters in the Kerberos related xml files (core-site.xml,
hdfs-site.xml, ssl-server.xml, ssl-client.xml, yarnsite.xml, container-executor.cfg). These xml files must be placed in
the $HADOOPHOME/etc/hadoop folder.
From Hadoop 2.6, secured Hadoop supports SASL, data transfer encryption and does not require Hadoop services
to be started by a privileged user. However, this approach requires HTTPS and therefore a SSL certificate per
Hadoop node. For this reason, a custom CA authority is created and Hadoop is instructed to trust only this
authority (ssl-client and ssl-server xml related files). Then, using this CA authority, wildcard certificates are
produced for the Hadoop nodes. Therefore, a single certificate is required per node type (e.g., yarn, hdfs), thus,
retaining the scalability of the AEGLE’s platform (scale up and down dynamically).
Finally, every node requires some keytab files to authenticate. In order to retain the platform’s scalability, when a
docker container starts, it generates the required keytab files. A script that checks if the node exists in Kerberos, if
it doesn’t it creates a new principal, and finally generates the keytab. Note that a single, same HTTP principal must
be used in all the keytabs (yarn, hdfs, livy). Moreover, it is required that the keytab files permissions are properly
set. For this reason, the Kerberos admin credentials are propagated in the Hadoop containers. In a not dynamic
Hadoop cluster as in AEGLE, the keytab files can be created and distributed to the nodes manually.
Below are the contents of the core-site.xml file of Hadoop, where the authorised access scheme to Hadoop
services is configured:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<?xml-stylesheet type="text/xsl" href="configuration.xsl"?>
<configuration>
<property>
<name>fs.defaultFS</name>
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<value>hdfs://hdfs-nn:9000/</value>
<description>NameNode URI</description>
</property>
<property>
<name>hadoop.security.authentication</name>
<value>kerberos</value> <!-- A value of "simple" would disable security. -->
</property>
<property>
<name>hadoop.proxyuser.livy.users</name>
<value>*</value>
</property>
<property>
<name>hadoop.proxyuser.livy.groups</name>
<value>*</value>
</property>
<property>
<name>hadoop.proxyuser.livy.hosts</name>
<value>hdfs-nn</value>
</property>
<property>
<name>hadoop.proxyuser.knox.users</name>
<value>*</value>
</property>
<property>
<name>hadoop.proxyuser.knox.groups</name>
<value>*</value>
</property>
<property>
<name>hadoop.proxyuser.knox.hosts</name>
<value>*</value>
</property>
</configuration>
From the contents of the core-site.xml, it is clear that access HDFS is configured to be authorised by Kerberos,
while authorised access to Livy is performed via KNOX.
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Appendix E.

CLL ANALYTICS

Table 10. Developed Analyses and Comprising Workflows for the CLL case
Analysis Category

Analysis

Workflows

De Novo

Immunogenetic Repertoire

Auxiliary
Single-Person Repertoire Extraction
Inter-Person Repertoire Comparison
Intra-Person Repertoire Comparison
Subset Analysis

Immunogenetic Mutation

Auxiliary
Data Exploration and Visualization
Groups Sequence Variability
AA Changes Exploration
Shared Mutation Analysis

Adapted

Prediction

WES

7 alternative configurations

RNA-seq

3 alternative configurations

Disease Outcome Prediction Based on Immunogenetic Repertoire Analysis

model training
outcome prediction

Disease Outcome Prediction Based on RNAseq Analysis

model training
outcome prediction

Response to treatment Prediction Based on Immunogenetic Repertoire Analysis

model training
outcome prediction
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Table 11. Table 2. Adopted Workflows of Whole Exome Analysis
Pipeline
ID

Workflow
Type

Employed Tools

Workflow Description

workflow1

Aligners: BWA
Variant Callers:
Freebayes

GATKLite,

SAMtools,

workflow2

Aligners: BWA
Variant Callers:
Varscan

GATKLite,

SAMtools, Pair-ended normal sample analysis using the given sequence aligner(s)
and variant callers(s)

workflow3

Aligners:Bowtie2
Variant Callers:
Varscan

GATKLite,

SAMtools,

workflow4

Aligners: BWA
Variant Callers: Varscan

workflow5

Aligners: BWA
Variant Callers: SAMtools

normal

somatic
workflow6

Aligners:Bowtie2
Variant Callers: Varscan

workflow7

Aligners:Bowtie2
Variant Callers: SAMtools

Pair-ended normal vs cancer sample analysis using the given sequence
aligner(s) and variant callers(s)
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#!/bin/bash
# Bash script for wrapping the dockerized execution of the 1st AEGLE-SeqMule pipeline
# Execution: /seqmule_wrapper_pipeline1.sh -a <HDFS/path/to/input/A> -b <HDFS/path/to/input/B> -o
# <HDFS/path/to/output>; all other arguments are passed as enviromental variables, e.g, $ENVWORKDIR,
# $ENVINPUT1…
# Assign values to variable
# this is a prefix required to create unique folders in the case that multiple pods are deployed in the

# same host. Haven't found yet a way to provide it as a single variable.
tmpPrefix="$ENVTMPPREFIX/$ENVTMP"
# directory to store the inputs.
inputFolder="$tmpPrefix/$ENVINPUTFOLDER"
#working directory
execFolder="$tmpPrefix/$ENVWORKDIR"
#pipeline

specification

pipeline="bwa_gatklite_samtools_freebayes.aegle.config"
#execution parameters
execParams="-N 2 -capture default -threads 4 -e"
# Parse the input arguments
while [[ $# -gt 1 ]]
do
key="$1"
case $key in
-a)
HDFSINPUTA="$2"
shift # past argument
;;
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-b)
HDFSINPUTB="$2"
shift # past argument
;;
-o)
HDFSOUTPUT="$2"
shift # past argument
;;
--default)
DEFAULT=YES
;;
*)
# unknown option
;;
esac
shift # past argument or value
done
# Create the directories if they do not exist
mkdir -p $execFolder
mkdir -p $inputFolder
# Download serially the inputs from hdfs (could be done in parallel)
hdfs dfs -get $HDFSINPUTA $inputFolder/inputA
hdfs dfs -get $HDFSINPUTB $inputFolder/inputB
# CD to execution folder
cd $execFolder
# Execute SeqMule pipeline
/SeqMule/bin/seqmule pipeline -a $inputFolder/inputA -b $inputFolder/inputB -prefix seqex $execParams -
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advanced /SeqMule/misc/predefined_config/$pipeline
#Execute ANNOVAR
convert2annovar.pl -format vcf4 $execFolder/seqex_result/seqex.extract_consensus.vcf > seqex.avinput
annotate_variation.pl -out seqex -build hg19 seqex.avinput /Annovar/annovar/humandb/
# Put the output directory to hdfs
hdfs dfs -put $execFolder/seqex_report $HDFSOUTPUT
hdfs dfs -put $execFolder/seqex_result $HDFSOUTPUT
hdfs dfs -put $execFolder/seqex.exonic_variant_function $HDFSOUTPUT
hdfs dfs -put $execFolder/seqex.variant_function $HDFSOUTPUT
# Clean up
rm -r $execFolder
rm -r $inputFolder
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Listing 1. Wrapper script for the execution of the 1st AEGLE WES workflow
Listing 2. Listing 2. Table listing the commands/tools of the 4th AEGLE WES workflow and their dependencies.
Index

Command

Dependencies

1

/SeqMule/exe/fastqc/fastqc --extract normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0.fastq.gz

-

2

/SeqMule/exe/fastqc/fastqc --extract normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.1.fastq.gz

-

3

/SeqMule/exe/fastqc/fastqc --extract normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0.tumor.fastq.gz

-

4

/SeqMule/exe/fastqc/fastqc --extract normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.1.tumor.fastq.gz

-

/SeqMule/bin/secondary/../../bin/secondary/convertQCstat \
-file normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0.fastq.gz \

1,2,3,4

5

-alias MB_1294_N_P0061.R1.fastq.gz \
-file normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.1.fastq.gz \
-alias MB_1294_N_P0061.R2.fastq.gz \
-file normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0.tumor.fastq.gz \
-alias MB_1295_C_P0061.R1.fastq.gz \
-file normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.1.tumor.fastq.gz \
-alias MB_1295_C_P0061.R2.fastq.gz \
-out normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer_qc_stat.txt
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6

/SeqMule/bin/secondary/../../bin/secondary/runBWA-MEM \
-sample normalvscancer \
-

-rg READGROUP_normalvscancer \
-pl ILLUMINA \
-lb LIBRARY \
-tmpdir /tmp \
-advanced normalvscancer.config \
-n 2 \
-bam normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0_bwamem.sort.bam \
-alignerPath /SeqMule/exe/bwa/bwa \
-samtools /SeqMule/exe/samtools/samtools \
-threads 12 \
-ref
/SeqMule/bin/secondary/../../database/bwa/human_g1k_v37.fasta
normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0.fastq.gz \

-fq

-fq normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.1.fastq.gz

7

/SeqMule/bin/secondary/../../bin/secondary/runBWA-MEM \
-sample normalvscancer_tumor \
-

-rg READGROUP_normalvscancer \
-pl ILLUMINA \
-lb LIBRARY

\

-tmpdir /tmp \
-advanced normalvscancer.config \
-n 2 \
-bam normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0.tumor_bwamem.sort.bam \
-alignerPath /SeqMule/exe/bwa/bwa \
-samtools /SeqMule/exe/samtools/samtools \
-threads 12 \
-ref /SeqMule/bin/secondary/../../database/bwa/human_g1k_v37.fasta \
-fq normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0.tumor.fastq.gz \
-fq normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.1.tumor.fastq.gz
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8

/SeqMule/bin/secondary/../../bin/secondary/readFilter

\

6

-samtools /SeqMule/exe/samtools/samtools \
-bam normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0_bwamem.sort.bam \
-out normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0_bwamem.sort.readfiltered.bam\
-threads 12 \
-n 3 \
-advanced normalvscancer.config

9

/SeqMule/bin/secondary/../../bin/secondary/readFilter \
-samtools /SeqMule/exe/samtools/samtools \
-bam normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0.tumor_bwamem.sort.bam \

7

-out normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0.tumor_bwamem.sort.readfiltered.bam \
-threads 12 \
-n 3 \
-advanced normalvscancer.config

/SeqMule/bin/secondary/../../bin/secondary/runVARSCAN \
-advanced normalvscancer.config \
-n 5 \
10

8,9

-samtools/SeqMule/exe/samtools/samtools \
-java java \
-jmem 1750m \
-varscan /SeqMule/exe/varscan/varscan.jar \
-ref /SeqMule/bin/secondary/../../database/human_g1k_v37.fasta \
-tmpdir /tmp \
-vcf normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0_bwamem.sort.readfiltered.0_varscan.somatic-call.vcf\
-bed /SeqMule/input-data/somatic_calling.bed \
-bam normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0_bwamem.sort.readfiltered.bam \
-bam normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0.tumor_bwamem.sort.readfiltered.bam \
-callSomatic
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/SeqMule/bin/secondary/../../bin/seqmule stats \
11

10

-tmpdir /tmp \
-capture /SeqMule/input-data/somatic_calling.bed \
-vcf
normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0_bwamem.sort.readfiltered.0_varscan.somatic-call.vcf\
-p normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0_bwamem.sort.readfiltered.0_varscan.somatic-call

/SeqMule/bin/secondary/../../bin/seqmule stats \
-tmpdir /tmp \
12

-bam

8

normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0_bwamem.sort.readfiltered.bam

-aln \
-prefix normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer \
-capture /SeqMule/input-data/somatic_calling.bed

13

14

15

/SeqMule/bin/secondary/../../bin/secondary/genVarStat \
-s normalvscancer normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer
normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0_bwamem.sort.readfiltered.0_varscan.somaticcall.extract.vcf

rm -f normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0_bwamem.sort.bai
normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0.tumor_bwamem.sort.bai
normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0_bwamem.sort.bai
normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0.tumor_bwamem.sort.bai
normalvscancer_result/normalvscancer.0_bwamem.sort.readfiltered.0_varscan.somaticcall.extract.idx

/SeqMule/bin/secondary/../../bin/secondary/html_gen normalvscancer_report normalvscancer

11

6,7,11

1,2,3,4,5,12,
13

Table 12. Table 3. Workflows of RNA-seq Analysis
Pipeline
ID
workflow1

Workflow Type
Reference
discovery

Description
and Main version of the protocol - Differential gene & transcript expression (RNAseq) using reference genome
and gene/transcript discovery

workflow2 Reference only

Alternative version of the protocol - Differential gene & transcript expression (RNAseq) using reference
genome only

workflow3 Discovery only

Alternative version of the protocol - Differential gene & transcript expression (RNAseq) using
gene/transcript discovery only
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Table 13. Table 4. Analytic Components of the WES Analysis.

Index

Tool

Publication/Documentation

Function

Sequence

https://arxiv.org/abs/1303.3997

1

Align
ment

BWA-MEM
(BurrowsWheeler
Aligner
MEM)

http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/
–

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19451168
2
BWABACKTRACK
(Bu
rrows-Wheeler
Aligner
–
BACKTRACK)

http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/

https://genomebiology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/gb-2009-10-3-r25
3
Bowtie

http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/index.shtml

4

http://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v9/n4/full/nmeth.1923.html?foxtrotcallback=
true
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Bowtie 2

http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2/index.shtml

https://academic.oup.com/bioinformatics/article/25/15/1966/212427/SOAP2-animproved-ultrafast-tool-for-short-read

5
SOAP 2 (Short
Oligonucleotid
e
Analysis
Package
aligner)

http://soap.genomics.org.cn/soapaligner.html

https://arxiv.org/abs/1111.5572
6
SNAP (Scalable
Nucleotide
Alignment
Program)

http://snap.cs.berkeley.edu/

Varian
http://genome.cshlp.org/content/20/9/1297
7

t
Callin
g

GATK
(Genome
Analysis
Toolkit)

https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/

https://academic.oup.com/bioinformatics/articlelookup/doi/10.1093/bioinformatics/btp352

8
SAMtools
(Sequence
Alignment/Ma
p tools)

http://samtools.sourceforge.net/
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no dedicated publication
9
SOAPsnp
(Short
Oligonucleotid
e
Analysis
Package single
nucleotide
polymorphism)

http://soap.genomics.org.cn/soapsnp.html

https://arxiv.org/abs/1207.3907
10
FreeBayes

https://github.com/ekg/freebayes

Table 14. Table 5. Analytic Components of the RNA-Seq Analysis.
Index

Tool

1

Function

General purpose
alignment

Publication/Documentation

read

https://genomebiology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/gb-200910-3-r25

Bowtie
http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/index.shtml

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2672628/
2

Spliced read mapping
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Tophat

https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/tophat/index.shtml

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3334321/
3

Transcript assembly

Cufflinks (part of
Cufflinks package)

http://cole-trapnell-lab.github.io/cufflinks/

same as Cufflinks
4

Assembled
transcriptannotation comparison
Cuffcompare (part
of
Cufflinks
package)

same as Cufflinks

same as Cufflinks
5

Assembled
merging

transcript

Cuffmerge (part of
Cufflinks package)

same as Cufflinks

same as
6

Cufflinks

Identification

Cuffdiff

expressed
transcripts

of differential
genes
&

same as
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(part of
Cufflinks packages

Table 15. Table 6. Genes selected as features for the classification
ENSEMBL annotation

Gene short name

ENSG00000177954

RPS27

ENSG00000229117

RPL41

ENSG00000259001

RPPH1

ENSG00000258486

RN7SL1

ENSG00000265150

RN7SL2

ENSG00000265185

SNORD3B-1

ENSG00000263934

SNORD3A

ENSG00000212232

SNORD17

ENSG00000202198

RN7SK

ENSG00000265735

RN7SL5P

ENSG00000269900

RMRP

ENSG00000198763

MT-ND2

ENSG00000198712

MT-CO2

ENSG00000198840

MT-ND3

ENSG00000198804

MT-CO1

ENSG00000212907

MT-ND4L

ENSG00000228253

MT-ATP8

ENSG00000198899

MT-ATP6

ENSG00000198938

MT-CO3

ENSG00000226958

CTD-2328D6.1

Table 16. Table 8. Description of the RNA-seq based tools
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Tool

Input

Output

Description

DiseaseOutcomeModelClassifyRNA

Feature_Vectors_RNAseq_disease.csv

NN_RNA_disease.pkl

Trains
the
model based
on the features
selected
for
each class

DiseaseOutcomePpredictionRNA

genes.fpkm_tracking
NN_RNA_disease.pkl

disease_outcome_prediction_RNASeq.csv

Predicts
the
disease
outcome of a
single patient
based on RNAseq
Analysis
(gene
expression)

Table 17. Table 11. Description of the IR based tools
Tool

Input

Output

Feature_Vectors_IR_disease.csv
DiseaseOutcomeModelClassifyIR

DiseaseOutcomePpredictionIR

tree_IR_disease.pkl

PatientId_filterin_clonotypes_CDR3.csv
tree_IR_disease.pkl

disease_outcome_prediction_IR.csv

Feature_Vectors_IR_treatment.csv

Description

Trains the model based
on
the
features
selected for each class
Predicts
the
disease
outcome of a single
patient
based
on
Immunogenetic
Repertoire
Analysis
(clonotypes' frequencies)
Trains the model based
on
the
features
selected for each class

Responseto TreatmentClassifyIR

RF_IR_treatment.pkl

Responseto
TreatmentPredictionIR

Predicts the possible
response to treatment of
a single patient based on
Immunogenetic
Repertoire
Analysis
response2treatment_prediction_IR.csv (clonotypes' frequencies)

PatientID_filterin_clonotypes_CDR3.csv
RF_IR_treatment.pkl
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Appendix F.

ICU ANALYTICS

#!/bin/bash
# Bash script for wrapping the dockerized execution of the AEGLE-wfdb pipeline
# Execution: /wfdb_wrapper_pipeline.sh -i <HDFS/path/to/input> -o <HDFS/path/to/output>; all other
# arguments are passed as enviromental variables, e.g, $ENVWORKDIR, $ENVINPUT1...
# Assign values to variable
# this is a prefix required to create unique folders in the case that multiple pods are deployed in the
# same host. Haven't found yet a way to provide it as a single variable.
tmpPrefix="$ENVTMPPREFIX/$ENVTMP"
# directory to store the inputs.
inputFolder="$tmpPrefix/$ENVINPUTFOLDER"
# working directory
execFolder="$tmpPrefix/$ENVWORKDIR"
# frequency
frequency=1000
# threshold
threshold=500
# Parse the input arguments
while [[ $# -gt 1 ]]
do
key="$1"
case $key in
-i)
HDFSINPUT="$2"
shift # past argument
;;
-o)
HDFSOUTPUT="$2"
shift # past argument
;;
--default)
DEFAULT=YES
;;
*)
# unknown option

;;
esac
shift # past argument or value
done
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# Create the directories if they do not exist
mkdir -p $execFolder
mkdir -p $inputFolder
# Download serially the inputs from hdfs
hdfs dfs -get $HDFSINPUT $inputFolder/wfdb-input.txt
# CD to execution folder
cd $execFolder
# WFDB
wrsamp -i $inputFolder/wfdb-input.txt -o output -F $frequency
sqrs -r output -s 1 -m $threshold
rdann -a qrs -r output> wfdb-output.txt

# Put the output directory to hdfs
hdfs dfs -put $execFolder/wfdb-output.txt

$HDFSOUTPUT

# Clean up - if this really needed?
rm -r $execFolder
rm -r $inputFolder

Listing 3. Listing 3. Wrapper script for the execution of the WFDB part of the ECG analysis.

Predefined Analyses Workflows and tool usage

<workflow title="Nutrition Analysis" nrTools="12" folder="Nutrition" inputWorkflow="None">
<tool
title="Preprocess
EHR
signals"
scriptname="prepareEHRSignals.R"
filename="preprocessSignals" optional="no"/>
<tool title="Populate Patient Profile" scriptname="populatePatient.R" filename="patientProfile"
optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Hospitalization
Features"
scriptname="calculateHospitalizationFeatures.R"
filename="patientProfile" optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Derived
Nutrition"
scriptname="calculateDerivedNutrition.R"
filename="patientProfile" optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Nutrition
Requirements"
scriptname="calculateNutritionRequirements.R"
filename="patientProfile" optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Nutrition
Deficit"
scriptname="calculateNutritionDeficit.R"
filename="patientProfile" optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Nutrition
Features"
scriptname="calculateNutritionStats.R"
filename="patientProfile" optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Data
Extraction"
scriptname="produceStats.R"
filename="extractedData"
optional="no"/>
<tool title="Files Concatenation" scriptname="concatenateFiles.R" filename="extractedData"
optional="yes"/>
<tool title="Grouping" scriptname="grouping.R" filename="extractedData" optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Mortality
model
based
on
Nutrition"
scriptname="createModelNut.R"
filename="nutModel" optional="yes"/>
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<tool
title="Apply
optional="yes"/>
</workflow>

predictive

models"

scriptname="applyModel.R"

filename="nutModel"

Listing 4.Listing 4. Nutrition Analysis workflow and tools

workflow title="PVI Feature extraction analysis" nrTools="6" folder="PVI" inputWorkflow="None">
<tool title="PVI Preprocessing" scriptname="PVIpre.R" filename="rawPVI" optional="no"/>
<tool
title="PVI
indices"
scriptname="PVI_indices.R"
filename="
preprocessedPVI"
optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Combine
Clinical
with
Features"
scriptname="combineClinical.R"
filename="IEProcessedPVI" optional="yes"/>
<tool title="Files Concatenation" scriptname="concatenateFiles.R" filename="extractedData"
optional="yes"/>
<tool title="Mortality prediction PVI" scriptname="createModelPVI.R" filename="pviModel"
optional="yes"/>
<tool
title="Apply
predictive
models"
scriptname="applyModel.R"
filename="pviModel"
optional="yes"/>
</workflow>

Listing 5. Listing 5. PVI Feature Extraction Analysis workflow and tools

<workflow title="Deterioration" nrTools="8" folder="Det" inputWorkflow="None">
<tool
title="Preprocess
EHR
signals"
scriptname="prepareEHRSignals.R"
filename="preprocessSignals" optional="no"/>
<tool title="Populate Patient Profile" scriptname="populatePatient.R" filename="patientProfile"
optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Hospitalization
Features"
scriptname="calculateHospitalizationFeatures.R"
filename="patientProfile" optional="yes"/>
<tool
title="Continuous
drug
Flow"
scriptname="calculateContinuousDrug.R"
filename="patientProfile" optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Drug
related
deterioration"
scriptname="calculateDeteriorationDrug.R"
filename="patientProfile" optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Biosignal
features"
scriptname="bioDet.R"
filename="biosignalFeatures"
optional="no"/>
<tool title="Deterioration Predictive Model" scriptname="createModelDet.R" filename="detModel"
optional="yes"/>
<tool
title="Data
Extraction"
scriptname="produceStats.R"
filename="extractedData"
optional="yes"/>
</workflow>

Listing 6. Listing 6. Deterioration Analysis workflow and tools
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<workflow
title="Catheter
Related
Infection"
nrTools="6"
folder="CRI"
inputWorkflow="None">
<tool
title="Preprocess
EHRS
signals"
scriptname="prepareEHRSignals.R"
filename="preprocessSignals"
optional="no"/>
<tool title="Populate Patient Profile" scriptname="populatePatient.R" filename="patientProfile"
optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Hospitalization
Features"
scriptname="calculateHospitalizationFeatures.R"
filename="patientProfile"
optional="yes"/>
<tool
title="Recognize
catheter
infections"
scriptname="catheterMicroExams.R"
filename="patientProfile"
optional="no"/>
<tool title="CRI result extraction" scriptname="catheterMassReport.R" filename="patientProfile"
optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Data
Extraction"
scriptname="produceStats.R"
filename="extractedData"
optional="yes"/>
</workflow>

Listing 7 Listing 7. Catheter Related Infection Analysis workflow and tools

<workflow title="Events of interest" nrTools="3" folder="workflow 1" inputWorkflow="None">
<tool
title="Preprocess
Puritan
Bennett"
scriptname="rawBennett.R"
filename="RawFile"
optional="no"/>
<tool title="Patient Data" scriptname="main_table.R" filename="PreprocessFile" optional="no"/>
<tool title="Events Recognition" scriptname="Events.R" filename="PatientTable" optional="no"/>
</workflow>

Listing 8. Listing 8. Events of Interest Analysis workflow and tools
<workflow title="Statistics table for Events of Driving Pressure and Compliance" nrTools="4"
folder="workflow 2" inputWorkflow="None">
<tool
title="Preprocess
Puritan
Bennett"
scriptname="rawBennett.R"
filename="RawFile"
optional="no"/>
<tool title="Patient Data" scriptname="main_table.R" filename="PreprocessFile" optional="no"/>
<tool title="Events Recognition" scriptname="Events.R" filename="PatientTable" optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Statistics
Table"
scriptname="statistics_table.R"
filename="EventsFile"
optional="yes"/>
</workflow>

Listing 9. Listing 9. Statistics Table for Events Analysis workflow and tools
<workflow title="New patient's Prediction" nrTools="3" folder="workflow 3" inputWorkflow="None">
<tool
title="Preprocess
Puritan
Bennett"
scriptname="rawBennett.R"
filename="RawFile"
optional="no"/>
<tool title="Create preprocess table" scriptname="new_patient_5minutes_table.R" filename=""
optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Prediction"
scriptname="Bennett_prediction.R"
filename="PreprocessFile"
optional="no"/>
</workflow>

Listing 10. Listing 10. Prediction of Driving Pressure Analysis workflow and tools
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<workflow
title="Threshold
alert
for
Driving
Pressure"
nrTools="3"
folder="workflow
4"
inputWorkflow="None">
<tool
title="Preprocess
Puritan
Bennett"
scriptname="rawBennett.R"
filename="RawFile"
optional="no"/>
<tool title="Patient Data" scriptname="main_table.R" filename="PreprocessFile" optional="no"/>
<tool title="The alert of Driving Pressure" scriptname="alert_dp.R" filename="PatientTable"
optional="no"/>
</workflow>

Listing 11. Listing 11. Driving Pressure threshold Analysis workflow and tools

Appendix G.

AEGLE CUSTOM VISUALIZATIONS

CLL case
Adapted Analytics
Whole Exome Sequencing Analysis

Figure 18. Distribution of variants per type in one patient’s sample
Figure 19. Frequency of mutation classes of pre-treatment and post-treatment samples of one patient
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Figure 20. : Frequency of mutation classes of pre-treatment and post-treatment samples of group of patients

RNA Sequencing Analysis

Figure 21. Heatmap of the 20 most differentially expressed genes in two conditions C1, C2
Figure 22. Scatter plot of the gene expression in two conditions, C1 vs C2
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Integrated Visualisation of WES & RNAseq Analyses’ Results

Figure 23. Integrated visualisation of WES & RNAseq Analyses’ results

De Novo Analytics
Immunogenetic Repertoire Analysis

Figure 24. Top-10 clonotypes calculated for one sample
Figure 25. Web logo of the clonotypes with the chosen length
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Figure 26. Example of circos graph
Figure 27. Top-10 Public clonotypes between two samples

Figure 28. Pie chart depicting the TRBV gene repertoire of individual samples or sample groups
Figure 29. Bar graph depicting the TRBV repertoire differences between sample groups
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ICU case

Figure 30. Time series visualization on respiratory data

Figure 31. Calories deficit vs outcome
Figure 32. Percent of protein requirements received vs ICU stay

T2D case
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Figure 33. Heatmap visualization of diabetes dataset identifying associations between different complication and variables
Figure 34. A custom population pyramid visualization of patient data classified according to HbA1c levels and complication

Figure 35. The survival probability analysis of a diabetes patient for the risk of blindness according to their biological markers

Generic Visualization

Figure 36. Tabular visualization of a CSV dataset belonging to CLL case
Figure 37. The text files visualization displaying a summary output file from T2D prediction modelling

Appendix H.

ACCELERATED ANALYTICS

ICU Use Case
Coherence Algorithm for PVI workflow
The process for the accelerated algorithm is summarized here:
1) Prepare Input Data
i) Standardize the input data (xi = xi - avg(x))
ii) Pad with zeros until input size is equal to next largest power of two
2) FFT of input data
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3)

For every scale calculate wavelet and multiply with FFT of input data
i) scale is a number which determines the form of the wavelet
ii) wavelet is a waveform modified by scale with a sampling equivalent to the input data size
4)Take the inverse FFT of this result for each scale
The scale variable referred to is an integer spanning between 1 and either a calculated value based on the size of
the input data, or a predetermined value.
A Dataflow implementation of this algorithm was written in MaxJ, which was compiled into a series of maxfiles,
one for each power of two that can be padded to. This accelerated wavelet transform is inserted into the
biwavelet package, and the R code computes the side calculations. The objects returned by either the DFE enabled
version of the function or the original C code are basically identical with a maximum variance of 1e-04.
For measuring performance, the method of benchmarking used is to run the same implementation multiple times
(200 in this instance) and time the execution for each iteration. Then find the average, minimum and maximum of
these times. All test data is real world data, known as the Bennet data set.

Figure 38. Standalone Speedup for Wavelet Transform for different input size.

Figure 39. Wavelet-Workflow speedup for different input size.
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Some potential improvements that could be made are:
•

•

Improve the interface to R
o At the moment a lot of time is spent creating R objects, and moving them between R and C. This
could be done in a Rcpp layer which would improve the CPU interfacing time.
Implement arctan calculation on the DFE

Machine Learning Kernels in ICU
ICU workflows rely greatly on computational kernels that perform signal processing. The information extracted is
either needed in real-time, or processed using Machine Learning techniques to achieve prediction of patient
outcome and thus propose effective treatment plans. The huge amount of data generated and the need for realtime processing of signals make these kernels suitable candidates for dataflow acceleration.
A commonly used machine learning library is scikit-learn, which is a free software machine learning library for the
Python programming language. It features various classification, regression and clustering algorithms, including
support vector machines, Gaussian processes, linear models, random forests, gradient boosting, k-means, and is
designed to interoperate with the Python numerical and scientific libraries NumPy and SciPy. This library includes a
great variety of classification and regression algorithms. Each of these estimators is implemented as a Python class
that implements the methods fit and predict for training and prediction phase respectively.
Profiling
The goal is to accelerate regression and classification estimators widely used in ICU workflows. In order to do that,
we profile specific implementations included in scikit-learn library, to identify the most dominant computation
kernels that are at the same time broadly used by regressors and classifiers. Targeting the acceleration of these
kernels, sets the ground for accelerating any ICU regressor/classifier that uses them.
The first step in this profiling is a simple time analysis of the fit and predict methods of chosen estimators as the
input data set size varies. The estimators chosen were Gaussian process regression (GPR), Gaussian process
classification (GPC) and Kernel ridge regression (KRR). The datasets used for profiling were obtained from the UCI
12
Machine Learning Repository .
The goal is to detect the most time-consuming functions in these Python implementations. Timers are placed in
various code segments of fit and predict methods. Specifically, through extensive performance analysis we show
that the following NumPy and SciPy Python functions are forming the performance dominant functions among all
tested algorithms.
•

13

scipy.linalg.cholesky : Performs Cholesky factorization, which is a decomposition of a Hermitian,
positive-definite matrix into the product of a lower triangular matrix and its conjugate transpose.

12

ICU Machine Learning Repository. 2016. http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php

13

SciPy Linear Algebra: https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/linalg.html
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•

13

scipy.linalg.cho_solve(A) : Solves a linear equation

, given the Cholesky factorization of matrix

A.

14

•

numpy.dot(A,B)
multiplication.

: Implements the dot product of two arrays. For 2-D arrays it is equivalent to matrix

•

scipy.spatial.distance.pdist(X, 'euclidean') : This kernel computes the distance between points using
Euclidean distance (2-norm) as the distance metric between the points. The points are arranged as row
vectors in the matrix X.

•

scipy.spatial.distance.cdist (XA, XB, 'euclidean') : Calculates the Euclidean squared distance between
every vector of matrices XA and XB.

15

15

The pie charts in Figure 40, demonstrate the percentage breakdown of the execution time in different functions of
16
the methods fit and predict. The profiling can be found in full detail in the respective publication .

Figure 40. Distribution analysis of computation latency for the fit() and predict() methods for regression scikit-learn
algorithms.

Implementation
These algorithms have been implemented in the dataflow model by employing optimization techniques such as
changing the execution and data access order, utilizing on-chip fast memory (FMEM) to enable data reuse and loop
tiling to operate on blocks of the iteration space at the same time.

14

Numpy: http://www.numpy.org/

15

SciPy Spatial Algorithms: https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/spatial.html

16

Doukas, Michail, Sotirios Xydis, and Dimitrios Soudris. "Dataflow Acceleration of scikit-learn Gaussian Process
Regression." Proceedings of the 8th Workshop and 6th Workshop on Parallel Programming and Run-Time
Management Techniques for Many-core Architectures and Design Tools and Architectures for Multicore Embedded
Computing Platforms. ACM, 2017.
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17

An available implementation for matrix multiplication and thus numpy.dot is found in Maxeler AppGallery . In
order to exploit the matrix multiplication parallelism, data is kept on FMem (Fast Memory) to maximize data reuse
and a tiled solution is developed in order to operate on large matrices. The dataflow solution consists of one
Kernel that multiplies two square tiles of the two arrays that are multiplied, and a second Kernel that receives tiles
one after another and accumulates their sum. The intermediate sum data are stored in the Lmem and they are
used to compute the next sum tile.
The same implementation can be used for the computation of the Euclidean Squared distance between matrices
for classes scipy.spatial.distance.pdist, scipy.spatial.distance.cdist. However, instead of multiplication between
elements, the square of their difference is calculated.
The Cholesky algorithm scipy.linalg.cholesky and Cholesky Solver scipy.linalg.cho_solve have also been
implemented as DFEs by keeping data in FMEM for data reuse and exploiting the tiling technique. More details can
16
be found in the respective publication . The matrices multiplication required by these kernels is performed
utilizing the previous DFE.
Figure 41 depicts the system architecture. An application running on the host server can invoke the execution of
any algorithm from this ICU library of DFE accelerators.
The speedup of the execution time of the accelerated applications in respect to the corresponding execution time
of the original SW implementation from scipy and numpy are depicted in Figure 42. The speedup increases for
increasing dataset sizes.

Figure 41. System Architecture for ICU DFE accelerator library

17

Maxeler AppGallery: http://appgallery.maxeler.com/#/
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Figure 42. Speedup results for cholesky,cdist,pdist accelerators for increasing dataset size.

CLL Use Case
CLL use case shows great promise regarding acceleration purposes. The CLL analytics proposed by AEGLE, target
developing new, personalized treatment plans. This requires the study of genomes, the complete set of genetic
material within an organism. The utilized third-party tools for that purpose are Seqmule and a list of tools utilized
in Tuxedo protocol. In the acceleration efforts, the focus lies on Seqmule. Seqmule is an automated tool that
performs human exome/genome variants detection. It incorporates many different aligners (BWA-MEM, BWABACKTRACK, Bowtie, Bowtie2, SOAP2, SNAP) and variant callers (GATK, SAMtools, VarScan, SOAPsnp, Freebayes)
and allows the user to define a pipeline flow that combines the aligners and variant callers of his own choice.
Bowtie2 is also utilized in the Tuxedo protocol.
Profiling
Due to the popularity of Bowtie2 aligner, the acceleration efforts have been focused on profiling Bowtie2 and
locating the most computationally intensive part of it. Bowtie2 extracts seed substrings from the read sequence
and its reverse complement. The extracted substrings are aligned to the reference genome in an ungapped fashion
assisted by the full-text minute index. The seed alignments are then prioritized and their positions in the reference
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genome are calculated from the index. Lastly, seeds are extended into full alignments by performing SIMDaccelerated dynamic programming. This last step is based on Smith Waterman string matching algorithm.
For profiling purposes, Seqmule was configured with a typical flow that runs Bowtie2 aligner and then three
different variant callers to extract consensus calls. The aligner performs captured paired-end alignment.

Alignment coverage statistics
9%
Freebayes variant call
7%

Bowtie2 Alignment
35%

SAMTOOLS variant call
21%

Remove duplicates
5%
GATK variant call
7%
GATK realign
9%

Filter BAM files
3%

Figure 43.Percentages of computation time per stage for typical Seqmule workflow utilizing Bowtie2 aligner.

As it can be seen in Figure 43, Bowtie2 takes up 35% of the execution time. Extended profiling of the Bowtie2
aligner shows that a single function requires 56% of the time spent in alignment. Τhis function corresponds to the
Smith Waterman dynamic algorithm.
18

This function is replaced by the dataflow implementation available on Maxeler github repository , after
performing the necessary changes to the kernel to allow error-free integration. Indeed, the results are identical to
the ones in the pure software implementation:

10000 reads; of these:
10000 (100.00%) were paired; of these:
324 (3.24%) aligned concordantly 0 times
324 (3.24%) aligned concordantly 0 times
7013 (70.13%) aligned concordantly exactly 1 time
7013 (26.63%)
(70.13%) aligned concordantly >1
exactly
2663
times1 time
---2663 (26.63%) aligned concordantly >1 times
324 pairs aligned concordantly 0 times; of these:
---90 (27.78%) aligned discordantly 1 time
---234 pairs aligned 0 times concordantly or discordantly; of these:

18

Smith Waterman Maxeler github: https://github.com/maxeler/Smith-Waterman
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468 mates make up the pairs; of these:
224 (47.86%) aligned 0 times
132 (28.21%) aligned exactly 1 time
112 (23.93%) aligned >1 times
98.88% overall alignment rate

This kernel can be modified to enhance the performance by exploiting parallelism among separate alignments
pairs, as was described in 4.8.3.
The architecture of the aligner that invokes the accelerator is depicted in Figure 44.

Processing Elements

bowtie2(c++)

Hostcode (c)

MaxLib

parameters
. . . rd2, rd1
. . . ref2, ref1

Output arrays

CPU

DFE SmithWaterman Kernel

Figure 44. bowtie2 aligner acceleration architecture

The bowtie2 aligner is developed in C++ and involves a deep hierarchy of cpp files. The input sequences require
preprocessing prior to being sent to the DFE, to interleave the read-reference pairs and allow for parallel
execution. This is done in an intermediate step of a C hostcode that takes up data manipulation and DFE control.
The Smith Waterman function in the respective cpp bowtie2 file is replaced with a call to a function, that is
declared as an extern C function.
extern "C" {
int accelerator(int *rd, int rdlen, int *ref, int reflen, __m128i *matbufptr,
max_file_t *maxfile, max_engine_t *device); }

Inside the function, the DFE kernel is loaded on MPC-X 4 and the execution is initiated.
Each c/c++ file is compiled with gcc/g++ compiler. The .o files are linked together to create the bowtie2 align
executable, including all the necessary Maxeler libraries .
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$
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

/usr/bin/g++ -O3 -m64 -msse2 -funroll-loops -g3 -DCOMPILER_OPTIONS="\"-O3 -m64 -msse2 \
-funroll-loops -g3 -DPOPCNT_CAPABILITY\"" -DPOPCNT_CAPABILITY -fno-strict-aliasing \
-DBOWTIE2_VERSION="\"`cat VERSION`\"" -DBUILD_HOST="\"`hostname`\"" \
-DBUILD_TIME="\"`date`\"" -DCOMPILER_VERSION="\"`/usr/bin/g++ -v 2>&1 | tail -1`\"" \
-D_LARGEFILE_SOURCE -D_FILE_OFFSET_BITS=64 -D_GNU_SOURCE -DBOWTIE_MM -DBOWTIE2 -DNDEBUG \
-I third_party -I /home/app/RunRules/Simulation/include -I '/opt/maxcompiler/include/slic' \
-o bowtie2-align-s /home/app/RunRules/Simulation/objects/maxfiles/slic_LMemLoopback.o \
/home/app/RunRules/Simulation/objects/c/LMemLoopbackCpuCode.o bt2_search.o ccnt_lut.o \
ref_read.o alphabet.o shmem.o edit.o bt2_idx.o bt2_io.o bt2_util.o reference.o ds.o \
multikey_qsort.o limit.o random_source.o tinythread.o qual.o pat.o sam.o read_qseq.o \
aligner_seed_policy.o aligner_seed.o aligner_seed2.o aligner_sw.o aligner_sw_driver.o \
aligner_cache.o aligner_result.o ref_coord.o mask.o pe.o aln_sink.o dp_framer.o scoring.o \
presets.o unique.o simple_func.o random_util.o aligner_bt.o sse_util.o aligner_swsse.o \
outq.o aligner_swsse_loc_i16.o aligner_swsse_ee_i16.o aligner_swsse_loc_u8.o \
aligner_swsse_ee_u8.o aligner_driver.o bowtie_main.o -g -O3 -L '/opt/maxcompiler/lib' \
-lslic -L '/opt/maxcompiler/lib/maxeleros-sim/lib' -lmaxeleros -lpthread -lm -lrt

The accelerator is invoked within the normal Seqmule execution:
$ seqmule pipeline -a read1.fastq.gz -b read2.fastq.gz -capture default -e -t 4 -N 2 \
> -prefix normal \
> -advanced /Seqmule/misc/predefined_config/bowtie2_gatklite_samtools_varscan.config
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